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University-based Detector R&D
for an International Linear Collider

Project Summary

At the start of the millenium, the world’s particle physicists arrived at a consensus that an International Lin-
ear Collider (ILC) should be the next major facility for high energy physics. Since then, progress has been
swift. Candidate technologies for the accelerator were developed, the community agreed on the technology
to be used and now a global center to coordinate the completion of the design is forming. Nationally, the
Department of Energy’s Office of Science has developed a 20-year plan that identifies the ILC as its highest
midterm priority.

Realizing the vision of the ILC will be a great challenge both technically and in timeliness. The techni-
cal challenges lie in both detector and accelerator areas and derive from the need for high luminosity and
high precision of measurement. The timeliness challenge lies in the need to have significant overlap with
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) if the full synergy of the two approaches to the energy frontier is to be
achieved. Thus it is imperative that the high-energy physics community marshal its resources to address
these issues.

The detectors for the ILC are highly challenging. This is not always fully appreciated. While many advances
in detector technology were required for the LHC experiments, different challenges must be addressed for
the ILC experiments. To gain perspective, one may compare these ILC needs with those of the LHC. ILC
detectors must have: inner vertex layers about 5 times closer to the interaction point; 30 times smaller vertex
detector pixel sizes; 30 times thinner vertex detector layers; 6 times less material in the tracker; 10 times
better track momentum resolution and 200 times higher granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter. (See
the Brauet al. report on ILC R&D). This proposal addresses key aspects of these requirements. In order
to provide governments with a convincing design and cost estimate, in time for substantial overlap with the
LHC, conceptual designs for the detectors will need to be developed in the next few years. This proposal
seeks to take an important step towards that goal.

This proposal will have scientific impact beyond the ILC. The detector R&D is will lead to advances in
a number of technical fronts, complementing well the detector development done for the LHC. Detector
technologies optimized to perform precision measurements in the low-radiation environment characteristic
of a linear collider will have applications in other areas of high energy physics, as well as in other fields.

The collaborating groups have a strong history of outreach to undergraduates and K-12 students and teach-
ers. The work supported by this proposal will be integrated into these outreach efforts. Students in K-12
classrooms, and undergraduates, will be introduced to the exciting energy frontier physics to be studied by
the International Linear Collider, and the state-of-the-art technologies required for its implementation. This
dissemination of the concepts explored by basic research in high-energy physics to students in their devel-
oping years will provide for an increased understanding of the field by the general public, and will foster the
public’s interest in science in general.
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University-based Detector R&D for the International Linear
Collider

Project Description

1 Introduction

This is a collaborative proposal by 34 university groups and affiliated laboratories to carry out detector R&D
for the ILC. Its 35 projects broadly cover the previously identified detector R&D needs of the International
Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. Another proposal focused on accelerator R&D will be submitted at the same
time. The large participation in this proposal expresses the high level of interest by university groups in the
ILC, their excitement about the physics to be done with the instrument, and their conviction that the ILC
represents the future of the field.

1.1 Preamble

In 1999, the International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA) recognized the world-wide consen-
sus that the next large facility for particle physics should be an international high energy, high-luminosity,
electron-positron linear collider. The strong recommendation in 2002 from the U.S. High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel (HEPAP) [2] that such a collider be the highest priority of the U.S. program was paralleled
in Europe and Asia. Each region recognized the central importance of the physics to be studied, the maturity
of the accelerator designs being advanced at laboratories in the U.S., Germany and Japan, and the necessity
for international cooperation.

Since then, progress on the ILC has been swift. Regional steering committees, charged with organizing and
coordinating ILC activities in Asia, Europe and the Americas, have been formed, as has their global coun-
terpart, the International Linear Collider Steering Committee (ILCSC). In 2003, the International Linear
Collider Technical Review Committee (ILC-TRC) convened by the ILCSC reviewed two designs based on
differing accelerator technologies and concluded that both were feasible [3]. Then, in 2004, an international
panel recommended that the ILC be based on superconducting technology for the main accelerator. The
world’s major high energy labs have accepted that decision, and in November 2004, accelerator physicists
gathered at KEK to identify the research required in order to complete the design. Currently, the ILCSC is
forming the Global Design Effort, which will manage this research. At the national level, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy announced inclusion of the ILC in its 20-year plan for new facilities, according it the highest
priority among the mid-term projects under consideration. At the HEPAP meeting in February 2005, Ray
Orbach, director of the DOE’s Office of Science said that the ILC is “our highest priority for a future major
facility.... Were going to work our hardest to bring the LC to these shores.”

The response from the U.S. High Energy Physics community has been equally swift. In early 2002, physi-
cists from U.S. universities and laboratories organized a series of workshops at Chicago, Fermilab, Cornell,
SLAC and U.C. Santa Cruz aimed at identifying important directions for research and collaboration to-
ward the ILC. These groups organized themselves into the University Consortium for Linear Collider R&D
(UCLC) [4] in the context of NSF support and the Linear Collider Research and Development Working
Group (LCRD) [5] in the context of DOE support, with the American Linear Collider Physics Group [6]
coordinating the work of both groups. This year, with the development of a joint process for the review and
funding of ILC R&D at universities, UCLC and LCRD have effectively merged, and they now comprise
groups from 49 U.S. universities, 7 national and industrial research laboratories and 23 foreign institutions.
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All concerned are working together to coordinate their activities to the single task of building the linear
collider.

1.2 Physics Goals of the International Linear Collider

The physics goals of the ILC are ambitious and compelling. Over the past decade, a wide variety of experi-
ments has shown that elementary particle interactions at the TeV scale are dictated by anSU(3)×SU(2)×
U(1) gauge symmetry. The non-zero masses of theW andZ particles imply, however, that the electroweak
SU(2) × U(1) symmetry is broken spontaneously. We do not know how the symmetry is broken, and we
will not know until the agents of electroweak symmetry breaking are produced directly in the laboratory
and, also, are studied in precise detail. But we have every reason to believe that whatever is responsible for
electroweak symmetry breaking will be accessible at the ILC.

Although we do not know the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have some good hypothe-
ses. In the so-called Standard Model, one doublet of scalar fields breaks the symmetry. This model has one
physical Higgs particle, which is the window to electroweak symmetry breaking. The global consistency
of precision electroweak measurements gives this model credence, and suggests that the Higgs boson is
relatively light,mH ≤ 200 GeV. However, we know this model works poorly beyond TeV energies. A the-
oretically preferable scenario is based on supersymmetry (SUSY) at the expense of a whole new spectrum
of fundamental particles and at least five Higgs states. But the lightest of these states looks much like the
Standard Model Higgs, with nearly standard model couplings and a mass less than 200 GeV or so. Nature
may break electroweak symmetry through some other mechanism, of course, but most realistic mechanisms
we have imagined result in a Higgs boson or some related phenomena accessible to the ILC.

The TeV scale is the natural place to look for the agents of electroweak symmetry breaking. Thus, the ongo-
ing Run 2 at Fermilab’s Tevatron has a chance of getting the first glimpses of these phenomena. Starting later
in the decade, CERN’s LHC, with seven times the energy, will almost certainly observe the Higgs boson,
and has a very good chance of discovering something else. Most high-energy physicists believe, however,
that the LHC will not unravel the mysteries of symmetry breaking on its own. Experimentation at a linear
e+e− collider provides information that cannot be obtained by other means. Let us just cite two examples.
First, a series of cross section and branching ratio measurements will trace out a detailed profile of the Higgs
boson, in a model-independent way, and incisively test whether its couplings are proportional to mass. Sec-
ond, if SUSY is at play, the ILC can determine the lightest superpartners’ masses with exquisite precision.
The ILC measurements would be key to determining, for example, whether supersymmetric particles are the
“dark matter” in the universe. In both these cases, the ILC adds critical information to what will be learned
at the LHC. The ILC is the right next step for experimental high energy physics, and now is the time to take
it in order to maximize the interplay of its results with those of the LHC.

The full scientific case for the ILC can be found in the Resource Book[7] prepared for Snowmass 2001 or
the physics chapter of the TESLA Technical Design Report[8]. We believe the essential elements of the
physics case have been made persuasively, and we are responding by banding together to meet the technical
challenges that remain, so that the instrument can be built in a timely and cost-effective fashion.

1.3 The Need for Detector R&D for the International Linear Collider

Three candidate detector concepts have emerged for the ILC. The Global Large Detector (GLD) uses a large
radius EM calorimeter (r = 2.1 meters) in order to separate showers, and hence allow precise jet energy
measurements. Another design (SiD) is aimed at taking advantage of the precision of a silicon-tungsten EM
calorimeter, and the timing resolution of a compact all-silicon tracker. A third concept, the Large Detector
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Concept (LDC) lies midway between the two, using a medium-sized gaseous tracker. In addition to EM
calorimetry and tracking devices, all of the detector concepts incorporate precision vertex detectors, hadron
calorimetry, muon identification, and critical beamline instrumentation.

For all of these detectors, the physics of the ILC demands significant advances over the currently available
technologies. In comparison with the LHC, the radiation environment and data rates are mild, but the de-
mands for precision are greater. Measurement of the Higgs branching fraction tob quarks,c quarks and
gluons requires a beampipe with a radius 1/5 that of the LHC and a vertex detector with a pixel size that
is smaller by a factor of 30. In order to tag a Higgs recoiling against aZ boson, the tracker must have
only 1/6 of the material of the LHC trackers and a factor of ten better momentum resolution. And, in
order to distinguishW andZ jets, the jet energy resolution must be better than 30% /

√
E(GeV), which

is a factor of two better than the LHC target. The projects in this proposal are aimed at achieving these goals.

The time-scale for this R&D is already tight. If ILC construction is to begin in 2010, as is needed to
optimize the interplay between the LHC and ILC programs, the detector technologies must be selected and
the conceptual designs developed in the next few years. As a first step, by spring 2006 each candidate
detector concept is to prepare a written outline that includes an introduction to the detector concept, a
description of the detector, its expected performance, subsystem technology selections or options, status of
ongoing studies and a list of needed R&D. More formal Conceptual Design Reports will accompany the
accelerator’s Technical Design Report shortly thereafter.

1.4 Broader Impact of the Work described in this Proposal

The proposed research will advance our technical capabilities in particle detection and electronics. It com-
plements the detector research done for the LHC in that it focuses on precision measurement in a low
radiation environment. This research will have applications for other experiments in high energy physics,
and in other fields.

The proposal will also have impact in education and outreach. Numerous ongoing activities at the participat-
ing universities are aimed at K-12 students. For example, in the last two years, Notre Dame has involved 24
high school students in research. NIU sponsors a science camp for kids. Boston University sponsors a ”Sat-
urday Morning Physics” program and Cornell has initiated a monthly “Visiting Scientist Series”. Boston and
Cornell sponsor a one-day outreach programs for girls, and Michigan sponsors an annual Physics Olympiad.
Cornell has co-hosted a session for local home-school students grades 4-9 and their parents, has coordinated
a three-day workshop exposing secondary students to careers in accelerator physics and X-ray experimen-
tation, and has designed and posted interactive web pages describing high-energy physics and accelerator
research aimed at secondary school audiences and instructors. An estimated 1,400 people tour the Cornell
research facility each year, and of these, approximately 500 are students. Those who can’t visit the lab in
person can watch the lab’s video, or take an interactive tour of CESR and CLEO on the web. Boston and
Wayne State have provided access to sophisticated research equipment to local high school classes.

One of the most effective ways to reach students is to reach their teachers. The groups at Berkeley Boston,
UC Davis, UC San Diego, UC Santa Cruz, Chicago, Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Iowa State, Kansas, Kansas
State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, Oregon, Purdue, Rice, UT Arlington, Texas Tech, Washington and the na-
tional laboratories host Quarknet programs, while Cornell, Notre Dame and Wayne State host Research
Experience for Teachers programs. In collaboration with multiple research centers on campus, Cornell has
exposed over 250 high school physics teachers to resources on the Standard Model and provided educational
materials, supplies and laboratory investigations for their students.
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Chicago, Cornell, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, NIU, Notre Dame, Oregon, Purdue, Temple, Wayne State and
many others have involved undergraduates in research, both individually and through Research Experience
for Undergraduates programs. The Wayne State and Temple programs have been particularly effective at
reaching minorities. At Cornell alone, approximately fifty undergraduate students hold research related jobs
each year. Purdue opens their facilities to an undergraduate lab course each year.

New education and outreach efforts are centering on the ILC. Each year, at least 10 undergraduates will
contribute to the projects in this proposal, either independently or through Research Experience for Under-
graduates (REU) programs. Wherever possible, the ILC will be introduced into outreach activities aimed at
K-12 students and the general public. These activities have already begun at the workshops of the American
Linear Collider Physics Group. The 2003 ALCPG workshop in Arlington included exhibits for the public,
and Rick van Kooten gave a lecture ”What is the Linear Collider?” for high school science teachers and un-
dergraduates at the 2003 workshop at Cornell and (with Helen Quinn) for 450 science high school students
at the 2002 workshop at Santa Cruz. At the next ALCPG workshop, which will take place at Snowmass this
summer, outreach will be an even more important component.

The broader impacts are discussed in more detail in the descriptions of the individual projects.

1.5 Structure of this project description

The detailed descriptions of the proposed detector R&D projects, including detailed budgets, statements of
work, deliverables and broader impact, are provided following the references.
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Overview of Luminosity, Energy, Polarization Proposals 
 
One distinct advantage of the Linear Collider is the well-defined initial state in the 
collision process.  Realizing this advantage, however, requires adequate measurements of 
the beam properties at the interaction point (IP).  These measurements present some new 
challenges in beam instrumentation, and the proposals described here address these 
challenges.  An ALCPG Working Group[1] has been formed with the charge of ensuring 
that the beam instrumentation is optimized for the LC physics goals.  This group has 
produced a white paper describing the measurement goals for luminosity, luminosity 
spectrum, energy, and polarization.[2]  The white paper describes a strategy for realizing 
these goals using both beam-based instrumentation and analyses of physics processes at 
the IP.   
 
A Letter of Intent was recently put forward to the SLAC PAC to start a beam 
instrumentation test facility in End Station A (ESA).[3]  The beams available in ESA (as 
used by the E158 collaboration) have characteristics very similar to that expected at an X-
band linear collider.  With a 10% χ0 radiator, a disrupted beam with an energy spectrum 
and angular dispersion comparable to that expected after the LC IP can also be created.  
Direct tests of energy spectrometry, polarimetery, and pair monitors (with a solenoid 
around the target) are envisioned.  This idea has received support from the lab, and it is 
expected that beam time will be available to test many of the devices proposed in this 
section. 
 
Luminosity 
 
Precision extraction of cross sections depends on accurate knowledge of the luminosity. 
For many measurements, such as those based on threshold scans, one needs to know not 
only the energy-integrated luminosity, but also the luminosity as a function of energy, 
dL/dE. 
 
Low-angle Bhabha scattering detected by dedicated calorimeters can provide the 
necessary precision for the integrated luminosity.  Options include secondary emission 
(A) and fast gas Cerenkov (B) calorimetry in the polar angle region from 40-120 mrad.  
Acollinearity and energy measurements of Bhabha, e+e− → e+e−(γ) , events in the polar 
angle region from 120-400 mrad can be used to extract dL/dE and are under study.  
Additional input from measurements of the beam energy spread and beam parameters 
that control the beamstrahlung spectrum will improve this determination of dL/dE.  
Techniques include measuring the angular distributions of e+e− pairs (C) in the polar 
angle region from 5-40 mrad, and measuring the polarization of visible beamstrahlung in 
the polar angle region from 1-2 mrad (D).  
 
All the proposed detectors may also be used for real time luminosity monitoring and 
tuning.  The locations of some of these detectors in the forward region of an NLC 
Detector are shown in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1:  Forward Region of the (proposed) NLC Silicon Detector 
 
 
Energy 
 
Beam energy measurements with an accuracy of (100-200) parts per million are needed 
for the determination of particle masses, including mtop and mHiggs.  Energy measurements 
both upstream and downstream of the collision point are foreseen by two different 
techniques to provide redundancy and reliability of the results.  Upstream, a beam 
position monitor-based spectrometer is envisioned to measure the deflection of the beam 
through a dipole field.  Downstream of the IP, an SLC-style spectrometer is planned to 
detect stripes of synchrotron radiation (SR) produced as the beam passes through a string 
of dipole magnets. The downstream SR spectrometer also has the capability to measure 
the beam energy spread and the energy distribution of the disrupted (from beam-beam 
effects) beams. 
 
 
Polarimetry 
 
Precise measurements of parity-violating asymmetries in the Standard Model require 
polarization measurements with a precision of 0.5% or better.  High statistics Giga-Z 
running motivates polarimetry at the 0.1% level.   The primary polarimeter measurement 
is envisioned to be a Compton polarimeter located in the extraction line.  For evaluation 
of systematic errors, it is desirable to compare results from measurements of 
backscattered electrons and photons, and also to compare results from single and multi-
Compton counting.  Quartz detectors will be investigated for both scattered photons and 
electrons and a study of expected backgrounds will be carried out.   Most of the LC 
physics program requires longitudinal polarization for the colliding beams, but if both 
electron and positron beams are polarized the physics reach can be improved with 
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additional measurements using transverse polarization asymmetries.  One can infer the 
transverse polarization from knowledge of the spin rotator settings, measurements of the 
spin transport matrix and measuring how close the longitudinal polarization component is 
to 0.  Direct transverse polarization measurements will also be investigated. 
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3.1: A Fast Gas Cerenkov Calorimeter for 
Luminosity Measurement and Machine 

Monitoring 
 

(renewal) 
 

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 
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John Hauptman  
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Project Overview 
 
The forward angle calorimeter for the LC will have large counting rates and be exposed to large 
radiation doses, of the order 1.0 Grad/yr.  The forward detector region is shown in Figure 1 and 
Ref [1].  The luminosity detectors are needed for a) Pair-LuMon region from 6-36 mrad for 
luminosity tuning. (Electron and positron are low energy ~1 GeV) and b) Instrumented mask 
region from 36-117 mrad for determining absolute luminosity from Bhabhas (high energy).  This 
concept is discussed in Ref [2].   
 
We will explore two types of detectors, the PPAC (low pressure Parallel Plate Avalanche 
Detector) and the SED secondary emission detector.   
 
Figure 1: 

  
 
 
PPAC  
A calorimeter, made of PPAC, consists of heavy metal absorber, in which the shower develops, 
and detectors to sample the intensity of the shower.   
 
The proposed research will develop a new type of detector that is fast (sub-nanosecond) and not 
subject to radiation damage.  The electrical signal is generated and amplified in the detector 
itself.  There is no need for photodetectors for PPAC.   
 
The interior of the PPAC detector is a low pressure gas or vacuum and so must have heavy walls 
to withstand the atmospheric pressure.  These walls will be chosen to match the material of the 
absorber so that they constitute part of the absorber.   
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 3 

 
A typical PPAC is two flat plates separated by 2 mm with a voltage of 750 V between them with 
a filling gas of 20 torr of isobutane. The charged particles passing through the gas produces 
ionization and the multiplication is achieved by applying a sufficiently large voltage to cause 
each electron to produce an avalanche.  The avalanche results in current gains of 104 to 105.  
 
For use in a calorimeter it is better to have two heavy, grounded plates to withstand the pressure 
and a single, thin plate at high voltage between them. To test the performance of the detector we 
will make a double PPAC in which there are three thin plates, the middle one grounded.  Signals 
are taken from the two thin plates at high voltage.  A comparison of the signal from the two sides 
allows a measurement of the energy and time resolution of the detector.  
 
The following is the proposed course of action for testing the performance of the double PPAC:   
 
1. Test of PPAC at the Advanced Photon Source using 80 ps pulses of 7 GeV electrons to create 

electromagnetic showers. 
 
Electromagnetic showers will be generated by allowing the halo of the beam to strike the 
edge of the beam pipe. The number of electrons contributing to the shower can be varied by 
small changes in the beam-line magnets.  Since all of the electrons in the bunch are 
essentially simultaneous the shower will appear in the detector as if it were caused by a 
particle of arbitrarily high energy.  This test will be done with a double PPAC, two PPACs in 
series so that the same shower goes through both detectors.  We expect excellent energy 
resolution.  The PPAC signal from a shower is generated by hundreds of simultaneous but 
independent ionization events. 
 

2. Search for a gas to use in a PPAC that will not be subject to aging problems. 
 
A PPAC can be constructed of materials that are extremely resistant to radiation, i.e. metals 
and ceramics.  However under extreme radiation conditions isobutane will polymerize to 
form non-volatile materials.  These can be removed by cleaning the detector, but it would be 
better if they were not formed in the first place.  There are a number of promising gas 
mixtures.  We are confident that we can find one that, if it does not cure the problem entirely, 
will at least be better than isobutane.  
 
E. Norbeck has had considerable experience with low-pressure gas detectors.  Part of this 
experience is given in his paper on heavy gases in charged particle detectors [Nucl. Instr. and 
Meth. A314 (1992) 620.].  We will construct a simple PPAC with a collimated alpha source 
inside for testing the various gas mixtures.  
 

3. Wall materials 
 
We will do simulations to determine the material for the walls of the detector that will result 
in the best signal.  A secondary emissive surface, as described below, may lead to better 
performance of a PPAC.     
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Secondary Emission Detector 
This method collects an amplified secondary emission signal resulting from absorbed radiation 
sampled in a shower. The basic detector concept consists of absorber plates interspersed with 
secondary emission surfaces followed by sheet dynodes. The R&D will investigate: (A) 
materials to obtain high secondary emissive surfaces for mips, based largely on SEM monitors 
used for accelerator beam diagnostics, and various dynode technologies, based on new planar 
PMT dynode technologies (electrochemically etched metal dynodes, others) appropriate for  
gains of few x 1000 per secondary electron;  (B) GEANT Monte Carlo of predicted performance 
based on the results of (A); (C) Engineering Point Designs for assembly, vacuum integrity, signal 
presentation, and costs;  (D) Construction & Tests (including raddam) of a single secondary 
emission detector package at least 5cm x 5cm square. 
 
It is well-established that many secondary emission surfaces are radiation-hard. Typical Sb- 
coated SS dynodes (g~5) used in most PMT today survive 50-100 GRad of internal electron 
bombardment, and MgO or BeO dynodes survive higher doses, albeit at lower yield (g~2.5-3). 
Similar surfaces are used to monitor accelerator beams at high doses. We propose to use SEM 
surfaces to sample the shower caused by jets and particles in the forward calorimeters. 
Secondary emission for a m.i.p. typically falls to a gain g between g~ 1.1-1.5. Conservatively, 
we thus anticipate that 10% of through-going mips will create one secondary electron, and 50% 
of electrons with energies less than 100 keV will produce one extra secondary electron. On this 
basis we estimate, by scaling from scintillator or quartz fiber calorimetry, that with 2.5 cm thick 
sampling plates in Cu we would detect  >10 vacuum secondary electrons/GeV. With a gain of 
~1000, this would be sufficient for forward calorimetry (the equivalent of  ~1 p.e./GeV, with an 
intrinsic pre-gain fluctuation of ~30% per p.e., to translate to optical calorimetry), with excellent 
timing characteristics. 
 
A default gain mechanism is to use large area planar metal dynodes with micro-machined 
apertures for secondary electron impingement and transport, such as metal meshes, or structures 
similar those used in the Hamamatsu R5900. The micromachining is a relatively low-cost 
electrochemical etch. The planar dynodes can be made from ~1 mm thick metal sheets as large as 
50 cm on a side. An assembly might use simple insulating supports between secondary emission 
cathode, dynode and anode plane. The areal size in not a restriction as in a planar PMT assembly, 
where the glass window thickness becomes prohibitive if the span is unsupported, whereas a 
metal thickness could be made sufficient for any vacuum and be counted as part of the absorber, 
and the presence of internal supports of the vacuum envelope (non-glass window) are not as 
disruptive as in a PMT. For example, the supports might obscure as much as 10% of the SEM 
cathode or dynode (on a few cm areal scale), with little effect on the performance of a forward 
calorimeter, as the effective open detection area is not as critical as in a PMT for single photon 
detection. In one realization, for example, the sem cathode, mesh dynodes, and anode are all 
supported by simple stackable ceramic support grids, fired from a molded greensheet. The 
dynodes can be spaced at ~1 mm apart, as in modern PMT. Given that a 10 stage PMT at 2 kV 
typically has a gain of 106, a 5 stage gain section with g=1,000 at 1 kV is reasonable. The SEM 
cathode, dynode stack, and anode could be less than 1 cm thick. A simple metal package could 
use ~5-15 mm thick plates on top & bottom to withstand vacuum over a 30+ cm span, with a 1 
mm thick x 1 cm deep metal wall between them, with a brazed ceramic fitting on the anode side 
for the HV and signal. As an example, an effective 2.5 cm Cu thickness with an effective 1 cm of 
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vacuum SEM detector would have a density ~ 70% of Cu. A tile might be ~3.5-4 cm thick, with 
a ~30 cm major diameter, in square or hexagonal cross-section to the beam, or even as sectors, 
with the anode segmented appropriately for the polar-angle sectors, and with appropriate bias for 
signal and HV to pass through a stacked calorimeter. With care, the dead region between tile 
edges could be as small as 3-4 mm, which could be ameliorated by alternating overlap in 
subsequent longitudinal tiles. 
 
For the phase I R&D on this project, we propose studying the possibility of this to a sufficient 
level where information on performance and cost are sufficient to enable a decision to build a 
prototype calorimeter in subsequent proposal phases. The R&D will investigate: (A) materials to 
obtain high secondary emissive surfaces for mips, based largely on SEM monitors used for 
accelerator beam diagnostics, and various dynode technologies, based on new planar PMT 
dynode technologies (electrochemically etched metal dynodes, others) appropriate for gains of 
few x 1000 per secondary electron;  (B) GEANT Monte Carlo of predicted performance based 
on the results of (A), for response of incident electrons between  ~10 MeV – 250 GeV, including 
secondary electron optics; (C) Engineering Point Designs for assembly, vacuum integrity, signal 
presentation, and costs;  (D) Construction & Tests (including raddam) of a single secondary 
emission detector package at least 5cm x 5cm square. 
 
We will be collaborating with the group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. Oregon 
on this research. 
 
Broader Impact 
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into 
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific 
research.  For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young 
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields. 
 
A major part of the pp program at the ILC is the search for Higgs and SUSY particles, the 
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles.  Their production in 
heavy-ion collisions will provide additional information about these objects.  SUSY particles are 
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the 
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe. 
 
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge 
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on.  In preparation, the U of I is 
developing grid-computing infrastructure.  As a result of these developments a number of U of I 
faculty in other fields are now using grid computing.  This process will be accelerated when real 
ILC data becomes available. 
 
The study of known, or expected, nuclear phenomena at a much higher energy is good science 
and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the possibility 
of something totally new.  Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of physics 
discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.   
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
IOWA HEP Labs, IOWA HawkGrid, Physics machine shop, IOWA Hospitals radiation facility, 
Fermi National lab, Fermilab test beam facility, Iowa radiation damage measurement facility at 
CERN PS, CERN test beam facility SPS, Argonne National Lab - radiation facilities. 
 
 
References 
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sldnt.slac.stanford.edu/nlc/configs/2003/plots/Forward_Tracking_NLC_LD.jpg 
 
[2] Status of Linear Collider Beam Instrumentation Design  
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/ipbi/notes/white.pdf 
 
[3] Gas Detectors for High Energy EM and Hadronic Showers 
http://jazz.physics.uiowa.edu/talks/RnD_SLHC_PPAC_feb04.pdf 
 
 
Two-year budget 
Institution: University of Iowa 
 

Item FY06 FY07 Total 
Other Professionals $14.4K $11.8K $26.2K 
Graduate Students - - - 

Undergraduate Students - - - 
Total Salaries and Wages $14.4K $11.8K $26.2K 

Fringe Benefits $3.6K $4.2K $7.8K 
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $18.0K $16.0K $34.0K 

Equipment - - - 
Travel $6.0K $4.0K $10.0K 

Materials and Supplies - - - 
Other Direct Costs - - - 
Total Direct Costs $24.0K $20.0K $44.0K 

Indirect Costs @ 26% $6.2K $5.2K $11.4K 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs $30.2K $25.2K $55.4K 
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Total

SALARIES
Principal Investigator, Y. Onel
Professor, summer support

months/year: 0.00 0.00
rate/month: 10,014 10,314 $0 $0 $0

Postdoctoral Research Associate
months/year: 2.04 0.00
rate/month: 3,433 3,536 7,003 0 7,003

Graduate Research Assistant, 50% time
graduates 0 0
months/year: 3.00 3.00
rate/month: 2,083 2,123 0 0 0

Electrical/mechanical technical support personnel
months/year: 1.65 2.58
rate/month: 4,497 4,587 7,420 11,834 19,254

    Total Salaries 14,423 11,834 26,257

STAFF BENEFITS
Faculty 27.2% 28.0% 0 0 0
Postdoc 14.0% 16.0% 980 0 980
Grad Res Asst 14.0% 16.0% 0 0 0
Prof & Scntfc 34.8% 35.3% 2,582 4,177 6,759
    Total Staff Benefits 3,562 4,177 7,739

EQUIPMENT 0 0 0

TRAVEL (Domestic)
Participation in scientific conference

Trips 3 2
Persons 1 1
Days 5 5
Airfare 800 800 /trip 2,400 1,600 4,000
Hotel&PerDiem 190 190 /day 2,850 1,900 4,750
Car Rental 50 50 /day 750 500 1,250
     Total Travel 6,000 4,000 10,000

MATERIALS 0 0 0

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
“R&D for Luminosity Monitor”

(Y. Onel)

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION / DETAILED BUDGET
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Total

OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Tuition

graduates 0 0
cost/grad 2,250 3,000 0 0 0

     Total Other Direct Costs 0 0 0

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 23,985 20,011 43,996

FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total 
Direct Cost (MTDC) 

Total Direct Costs 23,985 20,011
Less Exclusions:

Tuition 0 0
Equipment 0 0
Subs >25,000 0 0

MTDC by year 23,985 20,011

F&A rate 26.0% 26.0%
F&A cost 6,236 5,203 11,439

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $30,221 $25,214 $55,435
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Contact person  
Eric Torrence  

torrence@physics.uoregon.edu 
(541) 346-4618 

 
Institution(s)

Oregon 
SLAC 

 
Funds awarded  (DOE) 

FY04 award: 24,000 
FY05 award: 31,500 

 
 

New funds requested
FY06 request: 34,200 
FY07 request: 35,200 
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STATUS REPORT

Extraction Line Energy Spectrometer

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Eric Torrence (professor), University of Oregon

Collaborators

Mike Woods, SLAC

Project Leader

Eric Torrence
torrence@uoregon.edu

+1.541.346-4618

Project Overview

A measurement of the absolute collision energy with a relative precision approaching 10−4 is a
critical component of the linear collider physics program. Measurements of the top quark and
Higgs boson masses to 50 MeV can only be performed if this level of precision is achieved.
The ongoing project described here will carry out the conceptual design of a downstream
beam energy spectrometer capable of this level of precision, initial beam tests to validate this
design, and simulation studies to show how this beam energy measurement can be combined
with other available information to determine the luminosity-weighted collision energy.

The downstream spectrometer design is based on the WISRD spectrometer which provided a
continuous absolute energy scale measurement with a precision of 2 × 10−4 during the eight
years of SLC operation at SLAC.[1] In the WISRD scheme, shown in Figure 1, two horizontal
dipole magnets produce stripes of synchrotron radiation that are detected at a downstream
wire array. The separation between these stripes, provided by the bending of a third vertical
dipole magnet, is then inversely proportional to the beam energy.

In the current strawman design for the ILC, we propose to insert a 4-magnet chicane in
the extraction line and use additional wiggler magnets to produce the signal synchrotron
stripes. The detector plane would be constructed from a quartz fiber array which would
detect Cherenkov radiation from secondary electrons produced by the incident synchrotron
radiation. The advantages of quartz fibers over wires include simple readout with multi-anode
PMTs, reduced RF pickup from the beam passage, and a natural energy threshold at 200
keV from the Cherenkov threshold in quartz.

In addition to the design and optics layout in the extraction line for the ILC spectrometer,
beam tests of the detection of O(1 MeV) photons via secondary electron Cherenkov radiation
in quartz fibers are starting at SLAC End Station A (ESA). This beam test will run in FY05
or FY06, and is the first step towards a full-scale spectrometer prototype which is foreseen
in the future.

1
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Figure 1: The SLC WISRD energy spectrometer

This work is being proposed as a single component of a broader coordinated effort to pro-
vide the beam instrumentation necessary for the LC physics program. The downstream
spectrometer is seen as a complimentary effort to the upstream BPM-based spectrometer
which is being pursued by other groups. In addition, the critical question of how to stitch
together the various beam-based measurements and physics reference reactions to determine
the luminosity-weighted collision energy at the interaction point must also be answered. Coor-
dination of a world-wide effort to demonstrate an answer this question, as well as involvement
with the Machine-Detector Interface activities of the GDE, is also funded by this project.

Status Report

This project has been funded since FY03 by DOE with University LC R&D funds. In that
time, the Oregon group has constructed a prototype quartz fiber detector with eight 100
micron fibers and eight 600 micron fibers on a 1 mm pitch, read out using a Hamamatsu
R6568 (16 channel) multi-anode PMT. Figure 2 shows the R6568 with the 16 fibers from
the prototype detector coupled in from the right. This detector was installed in Fall 2005
in the bend line leading the ESA as shown in Figure 3. Initial checkout with beam shows
signals on all 16 fibers, although it is too early to claim that these signals are the direct result
of Cherenkov production in the detector head, and not background beam pickup from other
sources. More complete studies of this prototype will be performed during the ESA test beam
run in January 2006.

The primary motivation of this initial beam test is to measure directly the yield of Cherenkov
photons in order to validate the Monte Carlo models needed to design the ILC extraction-
line spectrometer. A secondary motivation is to test the detector design concept and look
for other unexpected sources of background in the detector. Possible examples include stray
beam particles, scintillation, or RF pickup. We have also assembled a small test-stand with
light box to test various coupling schemes of quartz fibers to MAPMTs. This installation is a
“phase zero” configuration of the proposed ESA beam test (SLAC T-475) [3]. The complete
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Figure 2: The PMT used to read out the prototype Quartz fiber detector is shown.

Figure 3: The prototype Quartz fiber detector installed at SLAC. Synchrotron radiation from the
ESA bend magnets exits from the port shown at the right. The PMT box is installed below the
beam line in a shielded cave.
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chicane and wiggler layout shown in Figure 4 which would run in parallel with BPM-based
spectrometer tests (SLAC T-474) has been delayed due to costs.

In addition, work is ongoing using the extraction line optics decks produced at SLAC for
the ILC strawman beam delivery design to asses the ILC spectrometer performance and
provide feedback to the optics design. An example of a 20 mRad extraction line, produced
by Yuri Nosochkov at SLAC, is shown in Figure 5. The first bump would be the location
of the spectrometer dipoles and wigglers. This spectrometer bump has been separated from
the polarimeter chicane in this design to allow the synchrotron radiation detectors to be
situated near the secondary focal point. Designs also exist for a 2 mRad extraction line with
diagnostics, and both are currently being evaluated for performance. A first report on this
work was presented at Snowmass in 2005 [5].

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables

The project goals for 2006 are to finish the first round of design and evaluation for the
extraction line spectrometer for the GDE baseline document, as well as to analyze the first
test beam data from ESA and make direct comparisons to a Geant4 simulation.

A complete beam simulation based on Geant4 for the ILC extraction line is currently under
development at Oregon with significant help from other people working on beamline simula-
tions. It is expected to have a G4 simulation of the optics decks finished early in the year,
with increasing levels of detail of the spectrometer detectors and the complicated extraction
line geometry being added later as necessary. It is expected that for adequate validation of
the 20 mRad and 2 mRad performance, a rather detailed description of the material, col-
limation scheme, and magnetic fields (including detector solenoid and final doublet fringe
fields) between the IP and the spectrometer will be necessary. Obtaining G4 descriptions of
all of these components is a significant amount of work, which we will steadily work towards
in collaboration with MDI activities of the GDE. This simulation will be the primary tool
for refining the spectrometer design and leading the the specifications for the extraction line
spectrometer technical design.

One critical part of this simulation is a validation of the Cherenkov signal rate observed in
the quartz fibers. Since the efficiency of converting O(1 MeV) synchrotron radiation into
Compton electrons then observing the Cherenkov radiation in 100 micron fibers is very small,
a data-derived calibration of this yield is essential. Investigating other sources of background
in a dirty accelerator environment is also important, as these could easily swamp the signal if
they are larger than expected. By the end of 2006, it is expected to have a detailed simulation
of the ESA prototype detector which has been validated with the T-475 ESA data.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables

The specific project activities for 2007 are somewhat unclear at this point, as they depend
upon many factors, not the least of which is the results obtained in 2006. Some of the key
future milestones for this project are listed here. A second, larger prototype detector based
on 8x8 MaPMTs must be built, and construction techniques suitable for a final detector
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Figure 4: Layout of end station A including magnets for T-475 at the far downstream end. The
quartz fiber detector will sit an additional 30 meters downstream.
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Figure 5: Current ILC extraction line layout for 20 mRad crossing angle.

employing around 1000 fibers must be developed. Front-end electronics readout including
digitization and buffering for the 64-channel PMTs must be designed and validated. This
work has actually begun at a low level in the Oregon electronics shop, and will be more
vigorously pursued when it becomes clear that the quartz fibers are a suitable detection
technology.

A design and implementation of a full spectrometer prototype in ESA in conjunction with the
BPM-based proposals must also be started. By 2007, we will need a concrete proposal and
justification for this rather large undertaking, which will require significant resources beyond
what is currently available. This full-scale ESA test to demonstrate 100 ppm accuracy is seen
as a critical demonstration of the beam instrumentation plan for the ILC, and significant
work will be needed on this time scale to get this phase of the project funded and moving
forward.

Additionally, a technical engineering design for the extraction line spectrometer must be
completed for the GDE, including costing.

No matter what the results of the 2006 tests are, it is rather likely that a second prototype
of some sort will be produced by 2007, and significant design effort for both the full ESA
prototype and the GDE design will be necessary.

Budget justification:
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We are requesting support for one undergraduate student and half of a graduate student to
continue the design work which has been ongoing at the University of Oregon. The other
half of the graduate student will either be supported by the University of Oregon physics
department as a teaching assistant, or will be funded out of our main DOE grant.

Travel funds are requested to allow Torrence to more fully participate in the ILC Machine-
Detector Interface activities which are being held on the machine side. These funds ($2500
per year) would allow Torrence to attend one additional meeting in Europe or Asia per year,
and have good continuing contact with the GDE planning and activities. In FY05, this
funding was used to allow Torrence to attend the ILC Snowmass workshop, where among
other things he gave the final plenary talk on MDI activities [6]. In addition, $800 of travel
funds are requested to allow a student to participate in a one-week test beam run at SLAC.

Equipment money of $2000 per year is requested to continue work on prototype detectors
and begin the electronics prototype for the 64 channel PMT readout.

Two-year budget, in then-year K$

Item FY2006 FY2007 Total

Graduate Students 21.5 22.5 44.0
Undergraduate Students 6.4 6.4 12.8

Total Salaries and Wages 27.9 28.9 56.8

Equipment 2.5 2.5 5.0
Travel 1.0 1.0 2.0

International Travel 2.8 2.8 5.6

Total costs (1) 34.2 35.2 69.4

(1) All costs include benefits and 26% overhead
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STATUS REPORT

A Demonstration of the Electronic and Mechanical Stability

of a BPM-Based Energy Spectrometer for

the International Linear Collider

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding

Michael D. Hildreth, University of Notre Dame

Collaborators

Yury Kolomensky, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and University of California,
Berkeley

Ray Arnold, Joe Frisch, Marc Ross, Peter Tenenbaum, Mike Woods, Stanford Linear Accel-
erator Center

David Miller, Alex Ljapine, University College London

David Ward, Mark Thomson, Cambridge University

David Urner, Oxford University

Project Leader

Michael Hildreth
mikeh@undhep.hep.nd.edu
(574) 631-6458

Project Overview

This proposal seeks to demonstrate that a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer can be built
which is both compatible with the ILC accelerator and can meet the energy measurement
requirements driven by the ILC physics program.

Much of the physics of the future e+e− Linear Collider will depend on a precise measure-
ment of the center-of-mass energy (ECM), the differential dependence of luminosity on energy
(dL/dE), and the relationship between these two quantities and the energy of a single beam
(Ebeam). Studies estimating the precision of future measurements of the top mass[1] and the
higgs mass[2] indicate that a measurement of the absolute beam energy scale of 50 MeV for
a 250 GeV beam (δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 − 2 × 10−4) will be necessary to avoid dominating the
statistical and systematic errors on these masses. If precision electroweak measurements be-
come necessary, the requirements on the beam energy measurement are even more stringent.
Studies of a scan of the WW pair production threshold[3] have shown that an experimental
error of 6 MeV may be possible, implying a needed precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 3× 10−5 (and
likely an alteration in accelerator parameters to control dL/dE). Provisions must be made in
the overall accelerator design to provide adequate beamline space for the devices which will
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provide these energy measurements. Moving accelerator components well after construction
in order to provide additional space for energy measurement instrumentation is likely to be
both extremely disruptive and extremely expensive. We are in a situation, however, where no
direct energy measurement technique except resonant depolarization (RDP)[4] has provided
an energy determination of sufficient precision. Since RDP will not work in a single-pass
collider, spectrometer techniques must be developed which meet the specifications demanded
by physics measurements.

Previous experimental requirements on precision energy measurements at electron-based ac-
celerators have led to the development of several techniques. At Jefferson Lab, wire scanners,
etc.[5] have been used to provide a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 1 × 10−4 at beam energies of
about 4 GeV. At higher energies, dedicated magnetic spectrometers have been constructed.
At the SLC, the WISRD (Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector)[6] was used to mea-
sure the distance between two synchrotron stripes created by vertical bend magnets which
surrounded a precisely-measured dipole that provided a horizontal bend proportional to the
beam energy (∼ 45 GeV). This device reached a precision of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2× 10−4, where
the limiting systematic errors were due to the relative alignment between the three dipole
magnets and background issues associated with measuring the precise centroids of the syn-
chrotron stripes. At LEP2, a magnetic spectrometer was incorporated into the LEP ring[7].
A precise map of the magnetic field at a series of excitations allowed a comparison of the
nearly-constant bend angle across a range of LEP beam energies[8]. Since a precise calibra-
tion using RDP at the Z0 pole was possible, the spectrometer provided a relative energy
measurement between this lower point and and physics energies (∼ 100 GeV). In this case,
standard LEP Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) fitted with custom electronics were used to
provide the angle measurement. This spectrometer has provided an energy determination at
LEP2 energies of δEbeam/Ebeam ∼ 2 × 10−4, where the dominant errors have come from the
stability of the BPM electronics.

As can be seen from the above results, ILC physics may require between a factor of 5 and 10
more precise energy determination than has been achieved with existing techniques. Bridg-
ing this gap is an essentially-technical challenge, where clever engineering solutions to the
problems of nanometer-scale stability and resolution will be necessary. We need to develop
a prototype support and position-monitoring system for the “magnetic spectrometer” op-
tion for Energy measurement, and, coupled with RF-BPM development at LBL and SLAC,
a prototype BPM-based energy spectrometer which can demonstrate the required accuracy
and stability in an electron beam test. The end goal of the proposal is the design of a
magnetic-spectrometer-based Energy Measurement system for the ILC which can reach the
desired precision. The “magnetic spectrometer” option is chosen as the focus primarily be-
cause it may be the only technique capable of achieving this goal in a position upstream of
the Interaction Region, where manipulation of the beam phase space is very restricted.

The need for tests of this nature is becoming critical as the Global Design Effort progresses,
since it directly impacts the design of the ILC Beam Delivery System. As elaborated below,
the allowed emittance growth in the chicane is a primary design parameter and requires
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design iteration with the optics experts currently laying out the accelerator components in
this crucial region of the machine. The constraints provided by the available space and the
limits on modifications of the beam parameters drive the stability and resolution requirements
of the spectrometer components. However, if tests show that these tolerances are not feasible,
the accelerator insertion will need to be redesigned. Test beam plans for the near future are
discussed below.

Figure 1: A schematic outline of an accelerator dipole chicane which could accommodate a
BPM-based magnetic spectrometer at a future linear collider. The yellow rectangles denote
possible BPM locations.

Energy Spectrometer Overview

As summarized in Figure 1, a magnetic spectrometer at the LC will consist of a chicane of
dipoles which deflect the beam for an energy measurement and return it to the lattice. In
order to make an absolute, stand-alone energy measurement, the main dipoles will need to be
turned “off”, in the situation shown at the center of Figure 1. Once the central BPM or BPMs
measure a straight line, the dipoles can be re-energized, and the deflection relative to the initial
straight line can be measured, determining the energy. Cycling the magnets between negative
and positive polarities (“dithering”), as shown in Figure 2 below, cancels several systematic
errors, especially that due to residual magnetic fields for the “straight line” measurement.
Comparisons between the straight-line and “dithered” measurements will also be necessary
to determine some systematic errors. To avoid hysteresis effects during operation, it is most
likely that these dipoles should be super-conducting rather than typical iron dipoles. The
BPMs external to the chicane are necessary to measure the incoming position and angle of
the beam.

In order to make the energy measurement, the BPM response/gain/calibration must be stable
over the time it takes to move the BPM or BPMs between the extrema of their excursions; the
position of each of the BPMs relative to the inertial straight line must be known with sufficient
accuracy and stability; and the BPMs must be able to be moved repeatedly and accurately
over length scales of order 1cm with a precision of tens of nanometers. This proposal seeks
to demonstrate the feasibility of each of these conditions in the context of deriving an overall
design for a BPM-based spectrometer that is consistent with the ILC Beam Delivery lattice.

Prototyping the Mechanical Stability of a BPM-based Energy Spectrometer breaks down into
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three natural stages:

1. establishment of a reference “straight line” optical or mechanical system to serve as the
reference line for the energy measurement; demonstration of its stability, sensitivity to
motion, and transverse measurement accuracy

2. design, fabrication, and testing of mechanical support structures and BPM movers to
ascertain their short- and long-term stability

3. addition of a BPM triplet or quadruplet to measure beam position, resolution, and
stability of position in a beam test. A dipole can then be added to prototype a full
spectrometer system.

Status Report

Substantial progress has been made on this project, driven by the urgency of the technology
demonstration and the need to interface with other R&D efforts, such as the nano-BPM test
program at ATF[9]. All of the proposed FY05 project deliverables have been achieved.

SLAC End Station A Test Beam

In June 2004 a proposal for a test beam experiment at SLAC’s End Station A was submitted,
with myself as spokesperson[10]. This program, designated T-474, is intended to provide the
opportunity for a complete test of a BPM-based spectrometer system in a multi-year series
of short experiments, and is part of a larger test-beam program at End Station A[11]. It
has as collaborators groups from SLAC, LBL, University College London, and Cambridge
University. This program has now been approved by SLAC; first beam is expected early
in January 2006, with one or possibly two more running periods during 2006. The initial
program will include electronic stability tests of cavity BPMs that were moved from the
front end of the SLAC linac, looking at single and multi-bunch resolution issues with the
expected ILC bunch spacing. Preliminary measurements were conducted in Summer 2005
of the mechanical stability of the beamline area using seismometers, and of the remnant
magnetic fields using fluxgates. These data showed no pressing concerns for the use of the
End Station for our experiments beyond what was expected given the human activity at the
site. The steel spectrometer rails in the End Station do have a significant remnant field, but
this should not impact the proposed tests using refurbished SPEAR electromagnets.

Subsequent years will see the measurement of the mechanical and electrical stability and their
impact on the ultimate energy resolution of the spectrometer, and a test of the entire energy
measurement system.

Optics Design

The exact details of the accelerator optics around the spectrometer have yet to be determined
(see FY2006 deliverables), and, as discussed above, will ultimately depend on the achievable
stability and resolution. Our preliminary zero-th order design is shown in Figure 2. Features
of this design are lengthened bends at the high dispersion point in order to minimize the
emittance growth due to the emission of synchrotron radiation and an increase in the overall
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Figure 2: An example of an Energy Spectrometer chicane with a central dispersion of 5mm
and a bend angle of 233 µrad. The length of this chicane is approximately 55 meters. This
version, with longer initial and final dipoles, has been integrated into the ILC lattice.

length of the chicane to achieve more position deviation at the central point. This design
relaxes some of the constraints on the position measurement at the center of the chicane while
minimizing the emittance growth due to synchrotron radiation at high-dispersion points in
the lattice. The question mark on the diagram refers to the possibility of adding extra BPMs
to over-constrain the beam position measurement. Redundancy was an important part of the
LEP spectrometer design which turned out to be crucial in the final energy analysis[7]. This
remains to be optimized.

This preliminary version of the design has been incorporated by Mark Woodley at SLAC into
the ILC Beam Delivery lattice, as shown in Figure 3.

Interferometric Position Monitoring

At Notre Dame, I have taken delivery of a ZYGO 4004-based interferometer system, originally
purchased by SLAC for the ATF nano-BPM effort. I have been evaluating its potential
usefulness as a device to monitor the local position of a BPM-like mass. Some stability
data is shown in Figure 4. These data were taken with the interferometer on a standard
optical table in air, with no attempt to control temperature, air pressure, or humidity. This
demonstrates the suitability of this optical system for single-axis position monitoring, even
in stable air. Even higher resolution (and stability) would be possible by isolating the optical
path in a low-grade vacuum system.

The current plan is to use this interferometer in beam tests at End Station A during the
summer of 2006 to monitor the position and mechanical stability of a single BPM. Preliminary
mechanical design work has begun on mounting fixtures, etc., in order to enable several
interferometer heads to observe a single BPM girder. Work has also begun on conceptual
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Figure 3: An overview of the twiss parameters for a 2005 version of the ILC Beam Delivery
System. The collimation system lies at the center of the left figure and the IP at the right;
the Energy Spectrometer is around the 900 meter mark, where the 5mm dispersion at the
center of the spectrometer chicane can be seen as a small bump in ηx. The total length of
the spectrometer insert here is approximately 54 meters, a distance specified to correspond
to our zero-th order design, shown in the previous figure. Our specifications for magnet
lengths and bend strengths have also been included. The baseline design now includes energy
spectrometers of this type in all incoming beam lines to the IPs.

designs of a straightness monitor which may also be tested this summer. Discussions have also
begun with the Oxford LiCas[13] group, who are very interested in developing a straightness
monitor with nanometer resolution over distances approaching 1 meter transversely.

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables The second year of the project will pro-
duce a prototype local position readback system for testing in the End Station A beamline.
Prototype designs for the overall “straightness monitor” will also be developed. The aim of
the End Station A tests in FY2006 will be to demonstrate electric and mechanical stability
in the beam at the 10−4 level. Procedures for measuring and monitoring the BPM gains will
be developed.

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables FY2007 will see the installation of a dipole
in the End Station A line for a prototype energy measurement. The straightness monitor, in
whatever form it takes, will be installed. A 10−4 energy measurement will be made, and com-
pared to the synchrotron light spectrometer in the same beamline. Studies of BPM scanning
procedures will be made.
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Figure 4: Single-axis position stability using a Zygo 4004-based interferometer. Left: Data
taken at 1 Hz for an hour, showing a slow drift of order 5nm and an rms jitter of approximately
3nm. Right: Data taken at 0.1 Hz for 9 hours. Similar stability is seen, even though there is
no atmospheric control in the lab room.

Two-year budget, in then-year K$

Institution: University of Notre Dame

Item FY2006 FY2007 Total

Other Professionals 30 32 62
Graduate Students 22 24 46

Undergraduate Students 3 4 7

Total Salaries and Wages 55 60 115
Fringe Benefits 6.4 6.9 13.3

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits 61.4 66.85 128.25
Equipment 30 30 60

Travel 4 4 8
Materials and Supplies 5 5 10

Other direct costs 0 0 0

Total direct costs 100.4 105.9 206.3
Indirect costs 35.2 37.9 73.1

Total direct and indirect costs 135.6 143.8 279.4
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Budget justification: Travel funds sufficient for visiting SLAC are included in all years.

The second year will involve mechanical design and fabrication of the straightness monitor
prototype and the local position readback system. Costs for engineering (1/3 FTE) and
fabrication are included. Manpower for mounting this effort will come from an undergraduate
student and a full-time graduate student as well as staff (not included).

This level of staffing continues in the third year, as more components for the position moni-
toring will be needed for the final spectrometer test. As the construction progresses to a final
position measurement system, more and more of the equipment funds are capital equipment,
hence the lower indirect costs.

Fringe is assumed 20% on salary; the indirect cost rate at Notre Dame is 50%.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
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Fairfield University, Department of Physics: 
Dave Winn (professor), V. Podrasky (engineer), C. Sanzeni (programmer) 
 
Iowa State University, Department of Physics: 
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Project Leader 
 

Yasar Onel 
yasar-onel@uiowa.edu 
(319)335-1853 
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Project Overview 
A high (~80%) and precisely known electron beam polarization is considered as a key feature at 
LC to detect and unambiguously interpret new physics signals [1]. Accurate measurements of 
beam polarization will be needed.  The goal for the precision polarimetry is 0.25% as explained 
in [2].  Primary polarimeter is currently envisioned to be similar to SLD polarimeter, measuring 
the asymmetry of Compton-scattered electrons near the kinematic edge using a threshold gas 
Cherenkov counter.  Our goal for this proposal is to investigate alternate polarimeter schemes. 
 

i) use of a quartz fiber calorimeter (or counter) for either the Compton-scattered 
gammas or electrons 

ii) W-pair asymmetry using forward W-pairs; determining forward detector 
requirements to do this. 

 
Following the remarkable success of Compton backscattering polarimeters [3] at SLC and LEP, 
this method is a prime choice also at LC [4].  
 
Detection schemes 
The performance of electron polarimeters in the challenging environment at LC will crucially 
depend on the detection schemes for scattered electrons or photons. Quartz Fiber Calorimeters 
[5] have been proposed for a number of applications in extreme experimental conditions of very 
severe radiation levels both at hadron and lepton machines. Extensive studies have been carried 
out for the design of large detectors and realistic beam tests on full scale prototypes [6] have 
been performed recently. In particular, the Iowa group has been leading an effort aimed at 
building a very forward QFC (HF) for the CMS experiment at LHC [7] since 1994. The available 
information and know-how collected give evidence that such a type of detector would respond 
ideally to the highest level of requirements for a LC polarimeter, as already demonstrated at SLC 
[8]. QFC are radiation hard at the level of more than 2 Grad. The 0.2 MeV Cerenkov threshold 
makes the detector insensitive to a large fraction of soft radiation. With high-Z absorber material 
(for instance tungsten), the showers corresponding to high energy electrons or photons are 
completely contained in a compact device. Their transverse size is so small to provide an 
excellent position resolution and angle determination. The flexibility in the QF arrangement and 
in the PM readout can be matched to the required granularity for space resolution and density for 
energy resolution. The basic formalism for Compton polarimeter is given in Ref [9]. 
 
R&D Program 
Our R&D study of a QFC designed for a LC polarimeter will largely benefit from our experience 
on the QF technology and the calorimetry properties of such devices. We gained this experience 
in the design and tests of the prototypes for the HF calorimeter of CMS. This extensive work 
background means substantial savings of time, efforts and costs in case of a specific project for a 
LC polarimeter detector. We will begin our R&D effort with studies and simulations to 
determine requirements for a QFC polarimeter and investigate its systematics. We will compare 
single and multi-Compton operation, and compare electron and gamma measurements. We 
intend to design and build a prototype QFC module of sub-millimetric granularity using multi-
anode PMT (16 or 64 channels) for the QF readout. The prototype will be tested over a broad 
energy range relevant for scattered electrons and backward scattered photons. 
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We propose to perform detailed simulation and engineering studies during the first year, to 
investigate the role of this calorimeter for the electron detection and electron energy resolution 
and photon detection. 
 
We hope to finalize the conceptual design of the polarimeter towards the end of the first year, 
and during the second year, to start design-studies for W-pair asymmetry and we will completer 
Compton polarimeter studies, hardware and beam test in the third year. 
 
Conclusions 
A QFC with optimized granularity and energy resolution for high energy EM Showers appears to 
be an essential component of an electron beam polarimeter at LC. Its advantages are radiation 
hardness, soft background rejection, good localization, and directional precision as well as 
energy resolution. Our group has ample experience with this type of detector, as well as with the 
use of multi-anode PMT [10]. Such accrued competence gives us complete confidence in our 
ability to design, build and test a prototype in order to demonstrate its suitability for polarimetry 
at LC in a timely and cost-effective fashion. 
 
Relevant Experience 

• Project leaders Y. Onel and A. Penzo have worked in the field of Experimental HEP Spin 
Physics and polarization for many years.  They invented the “Spin Splitter” concept to 
polarize anti-matter in a storage ring with Robert Rossmanith.  R. Rossmanith has also 
developed and designed the LEP polarimeter. 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were co-spokesmen for the proposal on Nucleon Spin Studies with 
polarized proton and anti-proton beams at FNAL (E863). Onel/Penzo have edited two 
books in the field of spin/polarization physics, namely Spin and Polarization Dynamic in 
Nucleon and Particle Physics (World Scientific, 1990) and Trends in Collider Spin 
Physics (World Scientific, 1997). 

• Y. Onel and A. Penzo were also involved in the Ultrafast Readout with multi-anode PMT 
development RD17 at CERN. 

• Y. Onel and D. Winn have jointly proposed the quartz fiber calorimetry for the CMS 
forward Calorimeter (HF) in January 1994 after prototyping the quartz fiber calorimetry 
using SSC GEM closeout finds.  There are now 6 U.S. and 9 international institutions (15 
in total) in the CMS-HF group. 

 
• The U.S. CMS HF group at Iowa was responsible for: 
1- HF detector prototypes 

a. Engineering design of prototypes and preproduction prototypes and manufacturing 
the modules and components (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.) 

b. Engineering design and manufacturing of the Readout box for the preproduction 
modules (in the machine shop at University of Iowa.) 

c. Engineering design and manufacturing of the optical system for the preproduction 
modules. 

d. Engineering design of the HF calibration system (LASER and LED) and development 
of source calibration systems for the preproduction modules. 

e. Production and engineering design of the HCAL LED drivers (HB, HE, HO and HF) 
and manufacture of prototypes in the electronic shop at the University of Iowa. 
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2- Selection and purchase of US quartz fibers in addition to the responsibilities of 
procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, quality control at manufacturer (CMS IN 
2002/028) and delivery schedules and final delivery. 

3- Fiber radiation damage tests and studies at Iowa LIL/CERN facilities 
4- Selection and purchase of Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT’s) in addition to the 

responsibilities of procurement procedures, contracts, insurance, delivery schedules and 
final delivery. 

5- Construction of the CMS-HF IOWA PMT test station facility. 
6- Test and quality control of the HF PMT’s and maintenance of a web-based database. 
7- Design and construction of the HF light guides for the first two wedges (2 of 36) in the 

University of Iowa machine shop.  Procurement of the light guide material for the 
remaining 34 wedges. 

8- Design and construction of the source distribution mechanics, including source tubing 
couplers and coupler pins in the (University of Iowa machine shop.) 

 
Broader Impact 
The Iowa QuarkNet and other programs that bring high school teachers and their students into 
the U of I laboratory allows these people to experience the excitement of frontier scientific 
research.  For the US to retain a lead in science and technology it is essential that talented young 
people become motivated to make a career in physics and related fields. 
 
A major part of the pp program at the ILC is the search for Higgs and SUSY particles, the 
SUperSYmmetric analogs of the currently known elementary particles.  Their production in 
heavy-ion collisions will provide additional information about these objects.  SUSY particles are 
expected to decay to the lightest SUSY particle, which would be stable and a candidate for the 
“dark matter” that astronomers claim accounts for most of the mass of the universe. 
 
A massive computer grid is being established to allow individual researchers access to the huge 
amount of data that will become available when the ILC turns on.  In preparation, the U of I is 
developing grid-computing infrastructure.  As a result of these developments a number of U of I 
faculty in other fields are now using grid computing.  This process will be accelerated when real 
ILC data becomes available. 
 
The study of known, or expected, nuclear phenomena at a much higher energy is good science 
and will provide a valuable increase our understanding of nature, but there is also the possibility 
of something totally new.  Much of what makes us comfortable today is the result of physics 
discoveries that were not even conceivable at the time of Isaac Newton.   
 
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources 
IOWA HEP Labs, IOWA HawkGrid, Physics machine shop, IOWA Hospitals radiation facility, 
Fermi National lab, Fermilab test beam facility, Iowa radiation damage measurement facility at 
CERN PS, CERN test beam facility SPS, Argonne National Lab - radiation facilities. 
 
Project Activities and Deliverables 
We will concentrate on the Monte Carlo simulations in FY06.  We will produce a 
Report/Research Document showing the results and the details of our Monte Carlo simulations 
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for the specific geometries and configurations as shown in our proposal to design a Cherenkov 
Calorimeter for LC. 
 
We will initially focus on the simulations/study necessary for developing the detector 
requirements and estimating systematic errors.  If we are successful in 06, we propose to 
continue with our R&D by constructing a prototype in 07.  We will be collaborating with the 
group of Dr. M. Woods/SLAC and Eric Torrence/U. Oregon on this research. 
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Two-year budget 
Institution: University of Iowa 
 

Item FY06 FY07 Total 
Other Professionals - - - 
Graduate Students $5.3K $5.3 $10.6K 

Undergraduate Students - - - 
Total Salaries and Wages $5.3K $5.3 $10.6K 

Fringe Benefits $.7K $.8K $1.5K 
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits $6.0K $6.1K $12.1K 

Equipment - - - 
Travel $4.0K $12.0K $16.0K 

Materials and Supplies $18.5K - $18.5K 
Other Direct Costs $.6K $.8K $1.4K 
Total Direct Costs $29.1K $18.9K $48.0K 

Indirect Costs @ 26% $7.4K $4.7K $12.1K 
Total Direct and Indirect Costs $36.5K $23.6K $60.1K 

 
Available equipment: FERA ADC 160 channels, discriminators, DAQ equipment, 1 16-channel 
H6568 PMTs, and calibration electronics and equipment to test QF Calorimeter (LED systems, 
Laser systems, PIN diodes systems, and radioactive source calibration) 
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Total

SALARIES
Principal Investigator, Y. Onel
Professor, summer support

months/year: 0.00 0.00
rate/month: 10,014 10,314 $0 $0 $0

Postdoctoral Research Associate
months/year: 0.00 0.00
rate/month: 3,433 3,536 0 0 0

Graduate Research Assistant, 50% time
graduates 1 1
months/year: 2.53 2.48
rate/month: 2,083 2,123 5,270 5,265 10,535

Undergraduate Research Assistant
hours/year: 0.00 0.00
rate/hour: 10 10 0 0 0

    Total Salaries 5,270 5,265 10,535

STAFF BENEFITS
Faculty 27.2% 28.0% 0 0 0
Postdoc 14.0% 16.0% 0 0 0
Grad Res Asst 14.0% 16.0% 738 842 1,580
Hourly 3.3% 3.3% 0 0 0
    Total Staff Benefits 738 842 1,580

EQUIPMENT 0 0 0

TRAVEL (Domestic)
Participation in scientific conference

Trips 2 6
Persons 1 1
Days 5 5
Airfare 800 800 /trip 1,600 4,800 6,400
Hotel&PerDiem 190 190 /day 1,900 5,700 7,600
Car Rental 50 50 /day 500 1,500 2,000
     Total Travel 4,000 12,000 16,000

MATERIALS
Quartz Fiber 5,000 0 5,000
Copper Absorber 4,500 0 4,500
PMT 9,000 0 9,000
    Total Materials 18,500 0 18,500

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

BUDGET JUSTIFICATION / DETAILED BUDGET

(Y. Onel)
"Polarimetry at LC"
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 2 Total

OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Tuition

graduates 1 1
cost/grad 2,250 3,000 633 827 1,460
     Total Other Direct Costs 633 827 1,460

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 29,141 18,934 48,075

FACILITIES & ADMINISTRATIVE (F&A) COSTS
Off-campus rate, 26%, applied to Modified Total 
Direct Cost (MTDC) 

Total Direct Costs 29,141 18,934
Less Exclusions:

Tuition 633 827
Equipment 0 0
Subs >25,000 0 0

MTDC by year 28,508 18,107

F&A rate 26.0% 26.0%
F&A cost 7,412 4,708 12,120

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $36,553 $23,642 $60,195
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 3.7 Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
   
 

3.7: Compton polarimeter backgrounds 
 

(renewal) 
 

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 
 

Contact person  
William Oliver  

william.oliver@tufts.edu 
(617) 627-5364 

 
Institution(s)

SLAC 
Tufts 

 
Funds awarded  (DOE) 

FY04 award: 10,000 
FY05 award: 12,500 

 
 

New funds requested
FY06 request: 12,500 
FY07 request: 12,500 
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STATUS REPORT 
 
Compton polarimeter backgrounds  

Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding  
William Oliver, Tufts University  

Collaborators  
Collaborating personnel who will work on the project, but are not requesting funding here, 
are Ken Moffeit and Mike Woods of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.  

Project Leader  
William Oliver  
william.oliver@tufts.edu 
617 627 5364  

Project Overview 
Beam polarization is an important feature of the International Linear Collider. The beams can 
be polarized to enhance the expected Standard Model interactions, or can be polarized in the 
opposite sense to suppress the SM background in the search for new physics processes.  

The electron beam polarization is expected to be 80 – 90 % at the ILC; it will be important to 
measure the polarization accurately. We are designing a Compton polarimeter to achieve an 
accuracy of 0.25 % in this measurement.  

The ILC will have beams that are much more intense and more sharply focused than the 
beams at the Stanford Linear Accelerator. As a result there will be a greater disruption of the 
beams at the interaction point due to the collective action of the particles in one bunch on the 
particles in the colliding bunch. In addition to the disruption of the primary beams, the 
collective action generates two secondary gamma ray beams (beamstrahlung) that have 
roughly 5% of the power of the colliding beams and are primarily at angles of less than 0.2 
mrad to the beam axis. The disrupted beams and intense beamstrahlung can generate high 
backgrounds, so it is necessary to carefully incorporate polarimeter design considerations into 
the design of the extraction line optics. It is the central feature of our proposal that we 
calculate these backgrounds to determine what design modifications are required for both the 
extraction line optics and for the polarimeter detector.  

The IP Beam Instrumentation Group has described [Status of Linear Collider Beam 
Instrumentation Design, D. Cinabro, E. Torrence and M. Woods (2003), 
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/lcd/ipbi/notes/white.pdf] current plans for beam 
diagnostics in the beam extraction line. The extraction line features a chicane to separate the 
primary beam from the beamstrahlung beam to facilitate beam diagnostic measurements, 
including a precision Compton polarimeter. Following the chicane the recombined primary 
and beamstrahlung beams are directed to a common dump. The polarimeter laser beam 
intercepts the primary beam in the middle of the chicane, roughly 100 meters downstream of 
the Interaction Point (IP). In this region the charged particle beam has a dispersion of 20 mm, 
consequently a laser beam of 200-micron diameter samples the primary beam within a narrow 
momentum range of 1.0%.  
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The electrons scattered from the laser beam proceed forward to pass through a magnetic 
spectrometer formed by the downstream bending magnets of the chicane. The laser-scattered 
electrons emerging from the spectrometer are offset from the recombined charged particle 
beam (and the beamstrahlung beam).  

The laser beam is of course aimed to intercept the vast majority of the primary beam particles 
that pass through the IP with little disruption. The depolarization suffered by such particles in 
the collision is small, so the polarization measured downstream is a good indication of the 
beam polarization upstream of the IP.  

The polarimeter detector is a threshold (approximately 10 MeV for electrons) gas Cerenkov 
counter segmented in the bend plane to provide rate measurements of the Compton-scattered 
electrons in different momentum bins. The rate asymmetry (comparing rates for electron and 
photon spins aligned versus anti-aligned) measured by the Cerenkov counter segment with 
the greatest offset (detecting the back-scattered electrons) from the beam axis provides the 
greatest sensitivity to the beam polarization.  

We propose to calculate the background expected in the segmented Cerenkov counter to 
determine if the current design provides a signal-to-background ratio adequate to achieve an 
accurate measurement of the beam polarization. We will calculate the effects of a variety of 
processes to determine the particular sources that produce the most background in the 
counter.  

The principal concerns to us are the effects of the severely disrupted primary beam particles 
and of the 500-kW beamstrahlung beam. The inner edge of the Cerenkov counter is 
approximately 10 cm from the beam axis. At the counter, the beamstrahlung has spread 
considerably, but remains predominately within 2 cm of the beam axis. However the 
beamstrahlung is so intense that the relatively low flux of gamma rays outside the core might 
still be able to produce effects that seriously degrade the performance of the Cerenkov 
counter. Since the counter is not in the beam vacuum system, there must be a thin window to 
allow the Compton-scattered electrons to escape the vacuum. The pipe providing the mount 
for this thin window must necessarily have a wall located between 2 cm and 10 cm from the 
beam axis. The wide-angle beamstrahlung gamma rays could produce electromagnetic 
showers in the pipe wall that spray background particles into the Cerenkov counter at a rate 
such that the signal from the Compton-scattered electrons is significantly obscured.  

The disrupted primary beam includes electrons scattered at large angles or with large energy 
loss. The transport of these particles through the beam extraction system might not be 
accurately portrayed by a matrix-element approach. We propose to track these highly 
scattered particles through the system to calculate their effect on the Cerenkov counter. In 
addition, we will calculate the background due to: 1) synchrotron radiation in the extracton 
line dipoles and quadrupoles, 2) beam-gas interactions, 3) radiative Bhabha interactions, and 
4) pairs generated in the beam-beam interaction at the IP.  

Status Report    
We began the project by downloading a GEANT-3 model of the proposed beam extraction 
system for a 20-mrad crossing angle from the web site of the IP Beam Instrumentation 
Working Group at SLAC. After some development work, we were able to run the GEANT 
program successfully at Tufts. In the commissioning process, we checked the code carefully 
and ran numerous tests to verify that the program gives the expected results in simple 
situations. We added to the program a simple model of the Cerenkov counter and a model of 
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the beam pipe because this pipe might be an important source of background in the Cerenkov 
counter.  

Originally we supposed that we would use a different frequency laser for each of the primary 
electron beam energies. However we have now turned to the possibility of using the same 
laser frequency for all primary beam energies, with the currents in the chicane magnets 
remaining the same. For each primary electron beam energy the position of the laser beam 
must be adjusted to strike the electron beam at its different transverse positions in the middle 
of the chicane. We have performed detailed calculations of the analyzing power of the 
polarimeter when operated with this fixed-frequency, but adjustable-position, laser beam. We 
found [as described in detail in High Energy Physics at Tufts University, Progress Report 
2002-2005, DOE/ER/40702-25] that the Cerenkov counter can be designed with both a fixed 
segment granularity and a fixed position in the lab, yet give nearly optimal analyzing power 
for all beam energies in the 46 – 500 GeV range. It was remarkable and surprising to find that 
the kinematics and dynamics of Compton scattering lead to this optimal performance 
independent of the primary electron beam energy.  

FY2006 Project Activities and Deliverables 
As our first effort in 2006 we propose to construct a GEANT-3 model of the beam extraction 
system designed for the 2-mrad crossing angle option.  The designs of the 2-mrad and 20-
mrad systems are quite distinct in the region close to the IP.  It may well be that the 
background generated in the Cerenkov counter is significantly different for the two systems. 
We intend to calculate this difference between the two systems for the various possible 
background sources; we may learn some lessons from this exercise for improved extraction 
system design. 
We intend to calculate the effect on the Cerenkov counter of the scattered primary particles 
emerging from the IP as they proceed through the beam extraction system. We will include 
the effects of electromagnetic shower generation by particles scraping the edges of the 
aperture of the beam extraction system. We will augment our GEANT model of the Cerenkov 
counter to include realistic representations of the walls between the segments, and of a possi- 
ble preradiator to determine if the Compton-scattered signal can be enhanced relative to the 
background. These calculations will be based on an existing file of 15,000 primary particles 
emerging from IP as calculated by the GUINEA PIG program.  
 

FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables  

We have already downloaded GUINEA PIG to our Tufts computers. In 2007 we plan to run 
GP extensively to accurately determine the effects of the most severely disrupted primary 
beam particles on the Cerenkov counter. We will also include at this stage the effects of the 
synchrotron radiation generated by the primary particles as they pass through the dipole and 
quadrupole magnets of the beam extraction system.  
We intend then to turn to the calculation of the background due to the interactions of the 
beamstrahlung beam in the unavoidable material elements in the beam extraction system. We 
will pay particular attention to the flange that supports the thin window through which the 
Compton-scattered electrons emerge from the vacuum, and to the wall of the beam pipe 
adjacent to the Cerenkov counter. We will also consider beam-gas interactions as a source of 
background.  
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Budget justification: Tufts University  
The requested budget is exclusively for the half-time support (for the academic year) of a 
graduate student to assist in performing the calculations described above.  

Two-year budget, in then-year K$  

Institution Tufts University 
 
 
 

Item  FY2006 FY2007 Total 
Other Professionals  0 0 0 
Graduate Students   8,865 8,865 17,730 

Undergraduate Students  0 0 0 
Total Salaries and Wages          8,865 8,865 17,730 

Fringe Benefits  0 0 0 
Total Salaries and Fringe Benefits  8,865 8,865 17,730 

Equipment  0 0 0 
Travel  0 0 0 

Materials and Supplies  0 0 0 
Other direct costs  0 0 0 

Institution 2 subcontract  0 0 0 
Total direct costs  0 0 0 
Indirect costs(1)  3,635 3,635 7,270 

Total direct and indirect costs  12,500 12,500 25,000 

(1)  26% of 50% of direct costs plus 56% of remaining 50% of direct costs 
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 3.8 Luminosity, Energy, Polarization
   
 

3.8: Incoherent and coherent beamstrahlung 
at the LC 

 

(renewal) 
 

Luminosity, Energy, Polarization 
 

Contact person  
Giovanni Bonvicini  

giovanni@physics.wayne.edu 
(313) 577-1444 

 
Institution(s)
Wayne State 

 
Funds awarded  (DOE) 

FY04 award: 6,000 
FY05 award: 22,500 

 
 

New funds requested
FY06 request: 61,000 

FY07 request: 110,000 
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��µG�/ikjy�Bj[�buW�.��wxiBµymo«¤uW�U�B§��|���>{.u�§[�Ui � � e £ �.�ª�xm � j�u�§�w}mp�U�B�K�x��uWwx��§��(���y�Bj��x�y�ª�6uhl��B§��Bj � �x�1moj.n�w}�Bu��U�B�Nqku
¨R�BuW�x{ywx�'moj.n�ikj.�xmp�U�U�Bj��c��mo�x�1n�ik«¤«1ikj¤�U�Gj.n3�ywxi��Uwxikj1w3u��.mouW�xm�ikjÀ¾�GÎ±°xek·Km�´��N�'mo�U��qk�x�y�$�.�Bn�wx�Bu��xmoj � �}m � j.u�§
mpj��U�Bj.�}m��¾�¿��m��x�:moj.n�wx�Bu��}moj � vD�Bu�« �Bjy�Nw � �� � � � ×W°$mo�(jyi��±uÉ¨P�BuW�x{yw}�1�UiÀvD�f��µG�D�Bn��U�B��¨Pwxik«5n�ik«©«1ikj
�x�>j.n3�ywxi��Uwxikj w}u��.mouW�xm�ikj\e
s|uW�xu¥�ª�Nwx�À�xuW´��Bj¦ikj�j>{.«1�Nwxik{.��iGnNnNu��xm�ikj��¤moj ÜWÓ�Ók�  �Y� ¨R{.§p§6��uB�G��°xeäÄ�¨��x�.�B�U��qª�x�.�Ö§ou��U� �BÔ ¨]{.§o§
��uB�G�©ruW�.�.w}iBµymo«¤uW�U�B§�� ÜWÓ�Ó «¤u�n3�.mojy�1w}{�j.��°³uWwx�©�.uW�xuÀi�¨I�.m � �!�>{.u�§omo�¾��qKu�j.�½n�ikj[�xu�moj¥vDi��x�:w}�B��u�j.�
¯ÈÎ �.uW�xuGe £ �y��wx�B�x{.§��x� �.uBl��(n�ikj�lGmoj.n��B��{.���x��uW�ªuX�}m � j.u�§.mo� �.wx�B�U�Bj[�ªmpj1�x�y�(t³Í6�GÎä�.uW�xuGe £ �y�$�Sm��Bn��B�
i�¨c�NlGmo�y�Bj.n��±uWw}�X§omo�U�U�B�Àmpj*�x�y���>�xuW�x{.�'Î$�N�/i�wx�'�>�Bn��xm�ikj\e
�#"%$�&(' =@AS^�=YH�)¦Ì*���x�x{�«¤moj � u�¶.w}�U�6��{yv�§pmonNuW�xm�ikj©mpjÉ�x�.w}moj � ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ q.�x�y�±�y�NlGmon�����mo§o§Sv/��«©u��y�(¨R{.§p§��
�x�B§�¨ � w3{.j.j.moj � u�j.�*n�ik«1��§��N�U�B§o�©i��/�Nw}uW�xm�ikj.u�§Sv>��n�ikj.jy�Bn��xmpj � �Ui¤ufn�ikj[�xmoj>{yik{.�I�Uik{yw3n���i�¨b§om��>{.mo��j.m��Uwxi �
� �Bj½¾�y{.«¤«1�Nw ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ °xe £ �.���y�NlGmon�����mo§o§��x�y�BjÉv/���x{yw}j.�B�©i@l��Nw$�Ui � w}u��.{.uW�U�|�U�x{.�.�Bj��IÍ$e>~�mp�xj.m��N���x´>mrq
�'�yi¤��mo§p§S��wxi>��{.n��±�.mo�I�x�y�B�}mo�${.�xmpj � �x�y�Xn�ikj[�xmoj[{.ik{.�x§��É�.wxiG�.{.n��B�ÖtIÍI�GÎ®��uW�xuGe £ �.�±«¤moj.mo«©u�§S�U�B�x�x�
�Ui©vD�|�/�Nwx¨Ri�w}«1�B�Àmpj.nN§o{.�y�(�U�Nl��Nw}u�§E�U�/�BnNmou�§om�ÂN�B�*z�u�n}�.mpjy�f�>�x{.��m��B�³«1�Bu��x{yw}�B«1�Bj��x�Be £ �y�B�U�±uWw}��+

, �}moj � §��(v�{.j�n}�À�.uW�xu1�xuW´Gmoj � ruW¨R�U�Nw'u©�x{ ��� �B�U�xm�ikj ¨Pwxik«�sfeSÎ�mon��W°xe6Ä(�D�Nw3uW�xmoj � tIÍ6�yÎ���m��x�*ikj.§o�
ikj.��v�{�j.n}�¿�/�Nw'v/�Bu�« u�§o§�ih�'�'ikj.���Ui*n}�.u�j � �f�x�.��v/�Bu�«¼�yi�w}m�ÂNikj[�xu�§bu�j � §��fv[�Ö{.�¿�Ui Ü «¤w}u���q
mpj¿�x�.�f��wxi>n��B�}��n3�.u�j � moj � �x�.�f��µG�/�Bn��U�B�½�xm � j.u�§Ev>�Ö�¾�6iÀi�w}�y�Nw3�'i�¨6«¤u � j.m��x{��y��e��Gmoj � §o�Xv�{.j�n}�
u�§p�Ui¤u�§o§�i@���Iikjy�|�Ui¤moj.n�w}�Bu��U�(�x�y�|v�{.j.n3�Àn}�.uWw � �|v[�*{y�*�Ui©u�¨]u�n��Ui�w$i�¨E�a�ªiyq���ºD�Bn��xm�l��B§o�É�U�B�x�xmoj �
�x�.�  �  ×� �.�N�D�Bj��y�Bj.n��|i�¨bvD�Bu�«©�U�Uw}u��.§o{�j � e

, �y�yi�wx�¤v�{�j.n}�ä�.uW�xu��xuW´Gmoj � e £ �.��tIÍ6�yÎ v/�Bu�«¬§o�Bj � �x�¦nNu�jäv/�Ö�x�yi�wx�U�Bj.�B��v>��{y�¦�Ui ÜWÓ.- q
mpj.n�wx�Bu��xmoj � �x�y���xm � j�u�§bu�j���u�§p§�ih��mpj � ikjy���UiÀ�U�B�U�(�x�y�/���f�y�N�/�Bj.�.�Bj.n���e £ �y�¤�GÎ#v�u�n}´ � wxik{�j.�
�}�yik{.§o�*v/�|{.j.n3�.u�j � �B��e

, g6�Bu�« � v/�Bu�« �xnNu�j.j�moj � e0���±��m��x�`u�§o§�v/�Bu�«¤�x�Uw}u��.§o{.j � ���y�Bjyik«1�Bj�uGqE�x�y�Éw}u��.mpuW�xm�ikj�moj.n�w}�Bu��U�B�
�'�y�BjÀ�x�y�|v/�Bu�«¤�$uWw}�±iWº/�x�N�Ne Ï.i�w�u � �½iWº��U�N�'mojÀàSqy�x�y�Xà Æ �/ik§ouWw}moÂBuW�xm�ikjÉ�>m��B§p�Àmoj.n�wx�Bu��U�B�$v[�Àu
¨]u�n��Ui�w|i�¨ Ü e � q\u�j��¿�x�.�fß Æ �/ik§ouWw3m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj¿�>m��B§p�Ö�y�Bn�wx�Bu��x�B�(v[� �kÓ.- e|Ïcm � e � �x�.ih�����x�.mo�'��º/�Bn��
ru�§p�Ui1´>j.ih��j u��21UnNu�«1�B§�v�u�n}´É��º/�Bn��43>°ª¨Ri�w³�x�y�|�Ui��xu�§K�>m��B§p��e Ä({ywI�U�B§��B�xn�i��/�B�$�.uhl��Xu¤�Uik«¤�N���.uW�
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�.�Bn�wx�Bu��U�B�É�U�Bj.�xm��xmol>m��a���Ui��x�.mo� ���y�Bjyik«1�Bj.ikj�q��.{y���UiX�x�y�Bm�w6uWÂBmo«f{y�x�.u�§�§oi>nNuW�xm�ikj\e £ �.mo�c�U�B�U�6��mo§o§
v/�|v/�B�U�$�yikj.�|��m��x�Àu1¨]{.§o§��©i��D�Nw3uW�xm�ikj.u�§\�y�N�U�Bn��Ui�whqS�Ui1�x�.uW���x�y�X�U�Bj.�}m��xm�lGm��¾�ÉnNu�jÀv/�±«¤uYµGmp«¤u�§re
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Ï�m � {ywx� � +'à Æ �/ik§ouWw}m�ÂBuW�xmoikj�r�yi��U�U�B�/°xq\ß Æ �/ik§ouWw}m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj`r�.u��x�y�B��°xq/u�j��Ö�Ui��xu�§�§ouWw � �fu�j � §o��v/�Bu�«¤�U�Uw3u��.§o{.j �
�Gm��B§o�Àu��$u1¨]{.j.n��xmoikj*i�¨b�x�.�|vD�Bu�« � vD�Bu�«�iWº/�U�N�Ne

¯Ã��mo�X�yi��/�B�¥�x�.uW�Nq�ikj.n��É�x�y�É�.�Nl>mon���w}{.j.��n�ikj��xmpj[{yik{��x§��:���y�Bjy�Nl��Nw¤tIÍI�GÎ mp�Xw}{�j.j.moj � uW�1nN§�ik�U���Ui
«©uYµGmo«f{.«�§p{.«¤mojyik�}m��¾��qy�x�y��u�j.u�§��G�xmo�³i�¨c��§��Bj[�xm�¨]{.§��.uW�xu©��mo§o§D¨]{ywx�x�y�Nw$�B§p{.nNmo�.uW�U�±�x�.�X{.�xu � �fu�j.�À�/ik� �
�}m�v�mo§omo�xm��B� i�¨b�x�.mo���y�Nl>mpn���e
LN� � ' =YA�^S=@H�)¦Ì £ �y�:t³Í6�GÎå�y�Nl>mpn��¿mo�©��µ>�/�Bn��U�B�ä�Ui¥v/�Ön�ik«1��§o�N�U�B§���{.j.�y�Nw©�x�y�Öwx�B�x�Dikj��xm�v�mo§pm��¾�
i�¨ � w}u��.{.uW�U�¤�x�x{.�y�Bj[�(Í�e/~�mo�}j.m��N���U´GmKu��|�xi[ikj½u��|m��(mo�(n�ik«1��§o�N�U�B§��Öi��/�Nw}uW�xm�ikj�u�§bu�j���n�ikj[�xmoj>{yik{.�x§o�
w3{.j.j.moj � q>u�j.�Öm��$mo�Il��Nwx�À§om�´��B§o�©�x�.uW��mo�³��mo§o§D�.uW�.�/�BjÀmoj ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ e
£ �y� jy��µG�E�U�U�N�fmo�\�Ui'¶�j.u�§omoÂN��u��y�B�xm � j|¨Pi�wb�x�y��¯È·bt½¯Ãg¥�y�N�U�Bn��Ui�wBe���i�n}�.u�j � �B�E�.uhl��ªv/�N�Bj�«¤u��y���Ui'ik{yw
vSu��U�B§omojy�|�y�B�}m � j�qyÏ�m � e Ü q.�'�.mon}�Ön�ikj.�xmo�U�x�$i�¨bu1w3moj � � §om�´��(�.w3mo«¤uWwx�É«¤m�wxwxi�whqGn�i@l��Nw}moj � �±â Ù â¦Ü «¤w}u��
ru¿��moj��yih� i�¨�ikj.§�� Ó e � «¤w}u��¥�x�.ik{.§o�½v/�©�x{ � nNm��Bj[�Nqcmo¨6�x�.�Nwx��uWwx��wx�Bu�§ª�B�U�xuW�U�Àmo�x�x{y�B�N°xeÉÏ�ik§o§�ih�'moj �
�x�.� «¤m�wxwxi�whq�ikjy�À��mo§o§ª�.uBl��¿u½n�ik§o§omo«¤uW�xmpj � �y�NlGmon���r�x�.ih��j��xn3�y�B«¤uW�xmonNu�§p§��`moj�Ï�m � e Ü °xqª�xmp«¤mo§ouWwf�Ui
�x�.��tIÍ6�GÎ²ikjy�±v�{y�³«f{.n}�Ö§�ikj � �NwBqyv/�BnNu�{.�U�|i�¨b�x�y�X«f{.n3� �x«¤u�§o§o�NwIu�j � {.§ouWw³wx�B�Uik§p{y�xm�ikj�e £ �.��w3moj � mo�
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�x�.�Bj¿�.mol>mo�.�B� moj[�Ui©�¾�6i*�/ik§ouWw}m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj��Xrjyi��(�x�yi@��j¿mpj Ï�m � e Ü °$u�j.�Ö�.wxi��U�Bn��U�B�¿ikj[�Ui*�¾�6i�¨]u��U�±t$t6s
nNu�«¤�Nw}u��Ne £ �.�©«¤u��Ui�wfu��ylWu�j[�xu � ��i�¨³�x�.mp�X�y�B�xm � j¥mo�|�x��uW���x�y�É�.m»º/w}u�n��xm�ikj�§pmo«¤m��|¨Ri�wX�x�y�É«¤m�wxw}i�wXmo�

Hollow mirror imaging system for detection of beamstrahlung radiation 

e+

e–

• Large solid angle to collect the beamstrahlung radiation
( )maxmin2 θθπ CosCos −=Ω

• Confocal imaging to achieve high spatial resolution 

max
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• Detection scheme includes optical filters, polarizers, 
CCD matrix to measure angular intensity distribution  

Ï�m � {ywx� Ü + ¯Ã·ct�¯Ãg n�ikj.n��N���x{.u�§K�y�B�}m � j�e

«f{.n3�½�x«¤u�§o§��Nw'�x�.u�j:moj¿�x�y�1nNu��U��i�¨��x�y� ���|� «©« × «©m�wxwxi�w}�'moj½tIÍ6�GÎXqDu�j��¿mo�'i�¨ i�w3�y�Nw Ó e ÓkÔ «¤w}u���e
£ i¤n�ik«1��uWw}��q.uW�'tIÍ6�GÎ��x�y�±u�j � §��(i�¨Ki�v��U�Nw}lYuW�xm�ikj*mo� ��� «1w3u���qG�x�y�|n�ik§o§omo«¤uW�xmoikjÉu�j � §�� � «¤w}u���qG�x�y�
��m»ºDw3u�n��xm�ikj §omo«©m�� Ó e �BÔ «1w}u��\q.u�j.� �x�y�X�¾�>��monNu�§�v�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�Öu�j � {.§ouWw��U��wx�Bu�� � «1w3u���e �I�$�x�.�±¯Ã·ct�q
�x�.�Xi�v��U�Nw}lYuW�xm�ikj¿u�j � §��Xmp� � «1w3u���q.�x�y�fn�ik§o§omo«¤uW�xmoikjÀu�j � §���mp� Ó e ÓkÔ «1w}u���qD�x�y�X��m»ºDw3u�n��xm�ikj §omo«©m�� Ó e ÓkÔ
«¤w}u���q�u�j.���x�y�É�¾�>��monNu�§ªv�u�nx´ � wxik{.j.�Ýu�j � {�§ouWwf�x�.wx�Bu��`i�¨$i�w}�y�Nw Ó e Óy� «1w}u���e £ �y�B�U�Éj[{�«Xv/�Nw}�fuWwx�
�Bj�n�ik{yw}u � moj � �Bjyik{ � �¦ru�j��¥u�§o�Ui¿jyi��X�Bu��U�½�Ui�mo«1�.w}ihl��©{y�/ikj/°xe �I�X¯È·bt#j.ik«¤moj.u�§�n�ikj.��m��xm�ikj.�NqE�x�y�
�x�N�x{y��i�¨�Ï�m � e Ü �6ik{.§o�©n�ik§p§��Bn��ª�Uik«¤� Ó e �����NÓ�� l>mo�}m�v�§��I���yi��Uikj�� �/�NwªgIg6¯�]¨Ri�wª�Bu�n3�*v�{.j.n3� � �Ui � v�{.j�n}�
n�ik§p§omo�xm�ikj\qGj.i��³¨Pi�w$�Bu�n3�Ö�Uw3u�moj/°xe
���f��m��x��tIÍ6�yÎ±qK�x�.����µG�Uwx�B«1�*�xu�mo§o��i�¨$�x�y�*v/�Bu�«Ëu�j � {.§ouWw�u�j.�Ý�U��uW�xmou�§6�.mo�x�Uw}m�v�{y�xmoikj½jy�N�B���Ui�v/�
�}mo«�{�§ouW�U�B�:�ª�B§p§Ev/�N¨Ri�wx��ikjy�¤n�ik«¤«¤mo�x�(�UiÀv�{.mo§o��moj � �x{�n}�½uÀ�y�NlGmon��1¨Ri�w|�x�y�1¯Ã·ct�e\tIÍ6�GÎ �xmo«f{.§ouW�xm�ikj
�}�yih� lGm�wx�x{�u�§o§���u�§o§�v�u�n}´ � wxik{�j.� �Ui�v/�:n�ik«©moj � ¨Pw}ik«&n��Nwx�xu�moj��U��uW�xmpu�§(wx� � m�ikj.�*��mo�x�.mojä�x�y�:¶�j.u�§
�>{.u��yw3{y�/ik§��B�Nq�uWv/ik{y� � �Ui � �¥¨Rwxik«å�x�y�fn��Bj[�Uw}u�§cuYµymo�Ne ���}mo«�{�§ouW�xm�ikj�qDu���u�nNnN{.w}uW�U�1u��'�/ik�x�}m�v�§���q.i�¨
�x�.�$¯Ã·ctÝv�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�.���'mo§o§>v/�$�/�Nwx¨Pi�w3«1�B�1moj1�x�y�'�U�Bn�ikj.�¤�SuWwx��i�¨ ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ qyu�j.�1�x�y�$w}�B�x{.§��x��i�¨/�x�y��¶�j.u�§
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�.�B�xm � j¤��wx�B�U�Bj[�U�B��moj¤�x�y�'uW�.��wxi��.w}mouW�U��¨Pi�w}{�« r�x{.n3��u��6u±¯È·bt��ªi�w}´>�x�.i���°xe £ �y�Nwx�'uW�.�/�BuWw}���Uifv/��jyi
�SuWwx�xmonN{.§ouWw6jy�N�B�¤�Uifv�{y�1u�j.�©�U�B�U�6�x�y��¯Èg��.uWw}�.�6uWwx��uW� �x�.mp���xmo«1��e�¯Ã�ªmp��¨]u�m�w}§��f��µ>�/�Bj.�}m�l���q[u�j.�*t$t6s
�U�Bn3�.jyik§�i � �*mo�Iu��ylWu�j.nNmoj � ¨]u��U�I�Bjyik{ � �*�x�.uW�$u��y�NlGmon��(v/ik{ � �[�Ij.ih�²«¤uh�©�6�B§o§DvD��i�v��Uik§o�N�U�|ikj.n��|�x�y�
¯È·bt vD�Bn�ik«¤�B�$u1wx�Bu�§omo�¾��e
Ñ uBlGmoj � u�nNnN{�«�{.§puW�U�B�½��µ>�/�Nw}mo�Bj.n��1��m��x���x�y��tIÍI�GÎ �y�NlGmon���q\�6�¤�.uhl��©n�ik«1�¤�Ui � w}u��x�¥�Uik«1�1i�¨6�x�y�
u��.lYu�j[�xu � �B�f�x�.uW�X�x�.mp�X�y�NlGmon��¤�.w}ihlGmo�y�B�Ne�Ïcmow}�U�Nqc�Uik«1�©i�¨I�x�y�É§�ih�6�Nw �>{.u�§omo�¾�½�.uW�xuÖuW�1tIÍ6�yÎ �x�yi@�
w3uW�U�³¹�{.n��x{.uW�xm�ikj��bmpj��x�.�³v�u�nx´ � wxik{.j.�\e�Ä({.wc�.�Nl>mon��B���x�N�³ikj.§��Xu|�x«©u�§o§��'moj.�yi@�ÝmpjfuWÂBmp«�{y�x�\qku�j.�1u�j��
�}«¤u�§o§cn}�.u�j � �¤moj��x�y�1v/�Bu�« ��m�wx�Bn��xm�ikj���mo§p§Kv/�fwx�N¹.�Bn��U�B��moj:uÀn3�.u�j � �¤moj��x�y��i�v��U�Nw}l��B�½w}uW�U��e £ �.mo�
��º/�Bn��(��mo§o§\vD�f«¤moj.mp«¤m�ÂN�B� m�¨��x�.�X���yik§o��uWÂBmo«f{y�x��mo��i�vS�U�Nwxl��B���x�y�f���yik§��±�xmp«1��e�¯Ã¨�ikjy�f��uWwx�'i�¨��x�y�
w3moj � mo��ihl��Nwx�'�y�B§o«1�B�Öv[�Àv�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�.�NqSikjy��nNu�j:u�§��IuB�G��{.�U�X�x�.�X��uWwx��i��.�/ik�xm��U�±�Ui*m���moj¿uWÂBmo«f{y�x��e
Î��N¨ae©Å � Ç �x�.ih���(�x�.uW�(ikjy�fikj.§��¿jy�N�B�.���UiÀ«1ikj.m��Ui�w � � Õ w}u��.mou�j����Ui*wx�Bn�i@l��Nw±¨R{�§o§Kmoj.¨Pi�w}«©uW�xm�ikj�e £ �y�
�a�ªiX�Dik§puWw}m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj.�cu�§o�xi±�.mo�U�Uw}mov�{y�U�ªmpjfuWÂBmp«�{y�x�1u�nNn�i�w3�.moj � �Ui¤r�xmpj × Ü ÛKq[n�ik�}× Ü ÛK°E�.mo�U�Uw3m�v�{y�xm�ikj��Ne�¯a¨Du�§o§
¨Rik{yw�uWÂBmp«�{y�x��u�§K«1iG�.{.§ouW�xmoikj.�IuWwx�Xi�v��x�Nwxl��B��q��.mp�U�Bj��xu�j � §omoj � �xm � j�u�§\u�j.�Àv�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�À��mp§o§/v/�±«�{.n3�
�Bu��}m��NwBe Î��N¨ae'Å � Ç u�§o�Ui¤�.mo�}nN{.�x�U�B�³�yi@�²�x�.mo���y�Nl>mpn��|vD�Bn�ik«¤�B�$¨]{.§o§��¤�/i@�ª�Nwx¨]{.§/���.�Bj*�Bu�n}�¿�Dik§puWw}m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj
mp�$«1�Bu��x{yw}�B�*�Ui � - i�w$v/�N�U�U�NwBe �7nN§o�Bu�jÀ�6uh�*�Ui��.mo�x�Bj��xu�j � §o�(�}m � j.u�§/¨Rwxik«Áv�u�n}´ � wxik{�j.�À��mo§p§D�.�B§��\e
�G�Bn�ikj.��q.v�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�.�$uW��u�§o§�v/�Bu�«Á�Bjy�Nw � m��B�±]¨Rwxik« � e � �Ui � d��Ná�°6��uBl����}�yih��jÖ�U�Uwxikj � ß Æ �/ik§ouWw �
moÂBuW�xm�ikjÖ �WÓ.- i�wª«1i�w}��q[�y�N�/�Bj.�.mpj � ikj¤�Bjy�Nw � �S°xe £ �.uW� ��mo§o§Gu�§o«1ik�x� n��Nwx�xu�moj.§o��v/�$�Uw}{.�$uW� �x�y�$¯È·bt�u��
�6�B§o§re £ �y�1{.�xu � ��i�¨ ��uWw}�xmonN{.§ouWw��/ik§ouWw}m�ÂBuW�xm�ikj��'moj���uWw}�xmonN{.§ouWw(uWÂBmo«f{y�x�.u�§c�U� � «1�Bj[�x�±«¤uh�Öwx� �U�Bn��|�x�y�
vS{.§�´©i�¨b�x�y�±vSu�nx´ � wxik{.j.�À�'�.mo§����.wx�B�U�Nw}l>moj � «¤ik�U�$i�¨c�x�y�±�xm � j�u�§�mojy¨Ri�w}«¤uW�xm�ikj�e
Ï�moj�u�§o§���q³uW�Àt³Í6�GÎ m�����u��¤v/�Bn�ik«1�:nN§��BuWw��x��uW���x�y�¿��ºD�Bn��*i�¨|�x�y�¿v/�Bu�« u�j � {�§ouWw��.mp�U�Uw}m�v�{.�xm�ikj�mo�
mp«1�/i�wx�xu�j��Ne���i*u � wx�N�B«1�Bj[�(v/�N�¾�6�N�Bj���uW�xu�u�j.�¿��µG�D�Bn��xuW�xmoikj.�(n�ik{.§o�¿vD�f�.u�� �'m��x�yik{y��n�ikj�l�ik§o{.�xm�ikj
i�¨��x�y�³�xm � j.u�§���m��x���x�y�6nNu�§pnN{.§ouW�U�B�fv/�Bu�«7u�j � {.§ouWwc�.mo�U�Uw}mov�{y�xm�ikj�e £ �.mo�\��º/�Bn���mo�cn��Nwx�xu�moj.§o� � ikmoj � �Ui�v/�
l��Nw}�Xmo«1�/i�wx�xu�j[�KuW�b�x�y� ¯È·bt�q@u��E�x�.� v/�Bu�«¤� � �N�c�.mo�xw}{y�.�U�B�±mpj|�x�y�Ig6g6¯ qh��mo�x�±�x�y�6«¤uYµGmp«¤u�§��y�N¹��Bn��xm�ikj
i�¨yi�w3�y�NwKi�¨yu$¨Rw}u�n��xm�ikjXi�¨ � «1w3u���e\s|m»º/�Nwx�Bj��E��uWwx�x�Ki�¨y�x�y�ª�y�N�U�Bn��Ui�wb��mo§p§WvD�ªmo§o§o{.«©moj.uW�U�B�(�.m»º/�Nwx�Bj[�x§���mo¨aq
¨Ri�wI��µGu�«¤��§���qG�x�y��vD�Bu�«©�ªuWwx�|jyi��In�ik§o§omp�.moj � ��µyu�n��x§����.�Bu�� � ikj�e Ð w}�B§omo«¤moj�uWwx���B�x�xmo«¤uW�xm�ikj.�6�x�yi@� �x�.uW�
�x��mo��mo�ªmoj.�y�N�B�1u�§ouWw � �$��º/�Bn��Ne6Ä(jy�'nNu�j¤wx�Bu��Uikj�uWv�§�����µ>�/�Bn��ª�x�.uW� �x�.mp���y�NlGmon���«¤m � �[� � m�l��'{.§��xmo«¤uW�U�B§o�
��wxihlGmo�y�©«¤i�wx��moj.¨Pi�w}«©uW�xm�ikj��x�.u�j �U{��U�X�x�y��¨Pik{.w �>{.u�j��xmo�xm��B�X�y�B�}n�w}m�v/�B��moj`Î$�N¨ÃqIÅ � Ç q�u�j.�`u�§o�Ui¿�x�.uW�
�x�.�X�y�NlGmon��|��mo§o§Swx�B§ouW�xmol��B§����6�Bm � �À�x�.�|vD�Bu�«��xu�mo§o�I�x�.u�jÀ�x�.�±v/�Bu�«�n�i�wx��e�s(�N�xu�mo§��B�ÖnNu�§onN{.§ouW�xm�ikj��$uWwx�
j.�N�B�y�B� u�j.�À�'mo§o§Dv/�|�D�Nw}¨Pi�w}«¤�B�Émpj ÜWÓ�ÓkÕ e
¯Èj�n�ikj.nN§p{.�xm�ikj�q��x�.�1�¾�6i¿mo«1�/i�wx�xu�j[�(��uWwx�x�|¨Ri�w±�x�y�1¯È·bt�uWwx�¤uÀ�x�yi�wxik{ � ��nNu�§onN{.§ouW�xmoikj:i�¨6�x�.�1v�u�nx´ �
� w}ik{.j.�.�NqK�Ui �y�N�U�Nw}«¤moj.�1¶�j.u�§b¨P�Bu��}m�v�mo§omo�¾��q\u�j.�½u�§o�xi mo«1�/i�wx�xu�j[�±mo�(�UiÖ�.uhl��©uÀ�U�Bj.�U�1i�¨I����uW�±mo�(�x�y�
�x�Bj.�xm��xm�lGm��a�Ài�¨ �x�.mo���y�NlGmon���mojÖ�x�.�f¯È·bt®�Bj[l>mowxikj.«1�Bj[�Nq/���y�Nwx�f�x�y���.mo�Uw}{.�.�xm�ikj u�j � §o��mp��i�¨ª�x�y�1�xu�«1�
i�w3�y�Nw�i�¨c�x�y��i�v��U�NwxlWuW�xm�ikjÖu�j � §���e £ �y�B�U�XnNu�§onN{�§ouW�xm�ikj.�'nNu�jÖu�§o«1ik�x��n��Nwx�xu�moj.§o�Év/�±n�ik«1�S§��N�U�B�Öv>�*�x�y�
�Bj��Ài�¨ ÜWÓ�ÓkÕ e
� A � <[=Y<>CDM|��<>H�)`?NMh=YH � FRQbCE^\Ì £ �y�³«¤mon�wxi@�6uhl���n�ikj.n��N�.�Nq[�.wx�B�U�Bj[�U�B�¤moj�Î$�N¨ÃepÅ �hÇ �.u��cv/�N�Bj1n�w}mo�xmonNm�ÂN�B�
��{y�1�UiÖ�x�y�¤§pu�nx´½i�¨Iu�j��:lGmouWv�§��¤nNu�§onN{�§ouW�xm�ikj�eÉtIik�y�Nwx�Bj[�X�U�Gj.n}�yw}i��Uwxikj½w}u��.mpuW�xm�ikj½mo�±�x{.v �È�Bn��|�Ui¿�x�y�
n�ik�.�Nwx�Bj.n���n�ikj��.m��xm�ikj*i�¨cÎ$�N¨ÃepÅ Ô@Ç q
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�'�y�Nwx� � mo���x�y�Xv/�Bu�«��Sm��/�±�.mou�«1�N�U�Nw�u�j.� � �x�.�X�¾�>��monNu�§Kw}u��.mo{��³i�¨�nN{ywxlWuW�x{ywx��e�d(m�l��Bj¿�x�y�±�a�[�SmonNu�§
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«©u � jy�N�xmon|¶.�B§p�Àjy�BuWw�u1v/�Bu�«Àq
���

Ü�� ×����	��

� � ���� � �NÓ���� 	

�x�.�Xv/�Bu�« � v/�Bu�« nN{yw}lYuW�x{yw}�±w}u��.mo{��³uW���x�y��¯Ã·ct mo�$i�¨ci�w}�.�Nw � «¤�N�U�NwBe ��n�ik�y�Nwx�Bj[���Bj.�.u�j�n��B«1�Bj���mo�
�x�.�Nwx�N¨Pi�w}�±��µ>�/�Bn��U�B�Ö¨Pi�w Ó � �¤â¦ã�â�� «¤«Àe
£ �y�Xn�ik�y�Nwx�Bj�n���n�ikj.�.mo�xm�ikj mo�$�}uW�xmo�U¶.�B�Öihl��Nw(u¤¨]u�m�w}§��É§ouWw � �±�IuBl��B§��Bj � �x�¿�'moj.�yi@�²u�j.� �x�y�X��µGmo�x�U�Bj.n��
i�¨��x{.n3��u¿���y�Bj.ik«1�Bjyikj�uW�f�x�.�É¯È·bt mo�fjyi��1moj��yik{yv.�Ne �'§p�Ui¿�x�.� �>{.u�§om��xuW�xmol���¨R�BuW�x{ywx�B�1�x�.ih��j�moj
Î��N¨aepÅ �WÇ �x�yik{.§o��v/�½n�i�wxwx�Bn��Ne £ �.�B�U�½moj.nN§o{.�.��uÝw}uW�Smo�.§���moj�n�wx�Bu��xmoj � tIg �Gm��B§o����m��x��v/�Bu�« � v/�Bu�«
iWº��U�N�Nq��x�Bj.�xm��xm�lGm��a�1�Uif�x�.��v/�Bu�«Ø§��Bj � �x� ���f]����mon}�É�.wxi@l>mp�y�B� �x�.�(§oih�6�Nw'tIgänN{.�UiWº³°�u�j��É�x�Bj.�xm��xm�lGm��a�
�Ui�uW��§��Bu��U�$ikj.�±i��x�y�Nw$v/�Bu�« � v/�Bu�«�«¤mp�x«¤uW�xn}�\e
Ñ ih�6�Nl��NwBqD�x�y�XnNu�§onN{�§ouW�xm�ikj.�³i�¨cÎ$�N¨ÃepÅ �YÇ �6�Nwx�±�/�Nwx¨Ri�w}«1�B�ÀmpjÀlYu�nN{�{.«�u�j.�À¨Ri�w$�/�Nwx¨R�Bn��x§��Éihl��Nw}§ouW����moj �
u�j � {.§ouWw|w}u��.mpuW�xm�ikj���uW�U�U�Nw}j:¨Rwxik«¼�Bu�n}�¥��uWwx�(i�¨ �x�y�1v/�Bu�«Àef���Bmo�x�y�Nw|i�¨ª�x�.�B�U�¤n�ikj.�.m��xmoikj.�'uWw}�1�Uw}{y�
mpj wx�Bu�§omo�¾��e�¯Èj �SuWwx�xmonN{.§ouWw'�.wx�B§omp«¤moj.uWwx��nNu�§onN{.§ouW�xm�ikj��'�x�.ih�7�x�.uW�'�'�y�Bj �x�y�fu�j � {.§ouWw���uW�U�U�Nw}�(�yiÉjyi��
i@l��Nw}§ouW�\q��x�y�Xn�ik�y�Nwx�Bj[�$w}u���mouW�xm�ikj �y�Bn�w}�Bu��U�B�$v>���a�ªi�i�w}�y�Nw}�Ii�¨�«¤u � j�m��x{.�y��e
�¦¨Ru�mow}§��|wxi�v�{��U�Nqkm�¨�jyi��cl��Nwx�f�.wx�BnNmp�U��q�nNu�§onN{.§ouW�xm�ikj1mp�EvSu��.§��±jy�N�B�y�B�\eE¯Ã¨��x�y�³n�ik�y�Nw}�Bj���v/�Bu�«¤�U�Uw3u��.§o{.j �
�Gm��B§o��mo�6uW�6�x�.��§��Nl��B§Di�¨\�Nl��Bj*uf¨R�N�ä~�uW�U�x�Nq��x�y�'¯È·bt¦�U�Bj.�xi�w}�ª�.ih��j.�x�Uwx�Bu�«¸i�¨\�x�y�(moj��U�Nw3u�n��xm�ikjÉ�Dikmpj��
�'mo§o§Dv/�±uYºD�Bn��U�B��e �'j��*i�¨cn�ik{.w}�U�X�x{�n}� u1§ouWw � �X�xm � j.u�§���u��³�Uwx�B«1�Bj.�.ik{.�$«1ikj.mo�Ui�w}moj � �/i��U�Bj��xmpu�§re
Î��Bn��Bj��1�6i�wx´`v[� � � ik��u�j.� Ò i�´�i@�ku�Å �hÇ �x�yi@�Á�x�.uW�1m��1mo�fmoj.�y�N�B���/ik�x�xm�vS§��¤�Ui:�NlYu�§p{.uW�U� n�ik�y�Nwx�Bj[�
v/�Bu�«¤�x�Uw}u��.§o{.j � mojÖu��6uh� �x�.uW��mo�$ikj.§o� §omo«¤m��U�B�*v>�À�x�y��«1�B�x�¿�xm�ÂN��e £ ��mo�$mo�'u��.m � nN{.§��$nNu�§onN{�§ouW�xm�ikj
�x��uW�$��mo§o§Dv/�±moj.mo�xmouW�U�B�*moj*�x�y�X�U�Bn�ikj��À��uWwx�$i�¨ ÜWÓ�Ó�� e

$ MhHyMYQK? & < ' A�=@M
�#"%$�& LNÊ )`ASCbOPMhA�=[Ì±¯Èj ÜWÓ�Ók� �x�y�f¯Èg7tIÍI�GÎ#�y�N�U�Bn��Ui�w|�6u���wx�N�Uw}i�¶.�U�U�B����m��x��u�n�i>ik§omoj � �U�G�U�U�B«Àq
�Ui��Uwx��u�j.���xik§�l��'w}�BnN{ywxw}moj � n�i[ik§pmoj � ��wxi�v�§��B«¤�ª��m��x�©�x�y��¯ÃÎ ���.i��Ui��x{yv/�B�Ne Ð uWw}�x�ª�6�Nwx�(¨]uWv.w}monNuW�U�B�Émoj
�x�.�¤~��y� z�u�n}�.mpjy�É�G�yi���u�j��½moj.�U�xu�§o§o�B�¿v/�N�a�ª�N�Bj`z¿uh��u�j.����{.§o��e¤��i@� �x�y�1¯ÈÎ ���.i��Ui��x{yv/�B�±nNu�j
v/�±´��N���'�Ui � �kÓ t²¨Ri�w(nN§�ik�U�X�Ui ÜY� �.ik{yw}�Ne £ �y���.m � �y�B�U� �[{.u�§pm��¾�À�.uW�xu��ª�Nw}�X�xuW´��Bj���m��x�Ö���yi��Ui��x{yv/�B�
uW� �a�WÓ t�q/¨Ri�w|{y�¿�Ui ��� �yik{yw}�Be�s|uW�xu*�ª�Nw}���xuW´��Bj:ikj:j>{.«1�Nwxik{.�'iGnNnNu��xm�ikj.�Ne �'¨P�U�Nw|m��'�6u��|�.�BnNmo�y�B��q
mpj�Ä(n��Ui�v/�NwBqS�x�.uW���x�y�Nw}��mo�'u��xm � j.u�§�v/i��x�ÖmojÖ�x�y�Xw}�B�Öu�j.�Ö¯ÃÎ#�.uW�xuGqD¶�j.u�§\��uW�xu�u�j.u�§o�>�xmp�$�U�xuWwx�U�B��moj
�BuWw3§��Éj.ihl��B«�vD�Nwhe
���¾�>��monNu�§G�.uB�Xi�¨DtIÍ6�yÎ`�.uW�xu��xuW´Gmoj � mo�K�}�yih��j�mojXÏ�m � e � e £ �.� ��º/�Bn��c�xik{ � ���³ru�j.��wx�N�/�BuW�U�B�.§��±�x�N�Bj/°
mp���x�.uW��i�¨ uÉ«1ikj.m��Ui�w�w}uW�U�f¨Ru�§p§omoj � ¨]u��U�U�Nw|moj¿�xmo«1�X�x��u�jÖ�x�y�fv/�Bu�«åmpj��U�Bj.�}m��¾��q/u�j.�¿�x�y�f��mo�xn�wx�N��u�j�n��
v/�Bmoj � n�ikj��xmo�U�U�Bj[�$��m��x�Àu  �  ×� ��º/�Bn��Ne
���f«1�Bj��xmoikjy�B��uWv/ihl���q��x�y�Nw}�©mo�X�x�Uwxikj � moj��.monNuW�xm�ikj:�x�.uW�fuÖ�xm � j.u�§��.u��XvD�N�Bj`�U�N�Bj��Bu�n3�`u�j����Nl��Nwx�
�xmp«1� �>{.u�§om��a� �.uW�xu��ª�Nwx���xuW´��Bj�e�~��.uW��mo�'i�v��U�Nwxl��B��mo�$�x��uW�'�x�y�Nw}�fmo�'u©jyikj � ÂN�NwxiÉ�}m � j.u�§Kmpj �x�y��wx�B�
i�w'¯ÃÎ®�x�.uW��mo�³j.i����U�N�Bj moj*�x�.�±l>mp�xm�v�§���e�Ä��x�y�Nw��Nl>mo�.�Bj.n��±moj.nN§o{��y�B�

, u�§p§�w}{.j.�³mpj u�§o§
�>{.u�§om��a�É��uB�G�Nq.¨Rwxik«��[u�j[{.uWw}� ÜWÓ�Ók� �Ui*Ä(n��Ui�v/�Nw ÜWÓ�Ók� q/�x�yi@��u¤�}m � j.u�§rqy��mo�x� jyi
��µyn��N�.�xm�ikj��Ne�Ï.i�w�wx�B�À�.uW�xuGqS�x�y�X«¤moj�mo«�{�« ��º/�Bn����Iu���«1�Bu��}{ywx�B�À�Ui¤v/� Ü e Ü �cqDu�j.�À�x�y�X§puWw � �B�U�
� e � �ceªÏ.i�w�¯ÈÎ±q��x�y�±�xm � j.mo¶�nNu�j.n��|w}u�j � �B�$¨Pwxik« � e Ó �Ui � e Ü �ce
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Ï�m � {ywx� � +ItIÍ6�GÎ®nN{ywxwx�Bj[�x�$u�j.� Î'Í�s � ÞYÎ�Í s Ü w}uW�U�B��¨Pi�w ��u�j�e Ü�� q ÜWÓ�Ók� e

, �x�.��wx�B��w}uh� �xm � j�u�§1]vD�N¨Ri�wx�¥n�ikj[l�ik§o{y�xmoikj���m��x� �x�y�¥���yi��Ui>� � nNm��Bj.n�� nN{ywxl��W°�mp� uWv/ik{y�Àikjy�
i�w3�y�Nw�i�¨�«¤u � j.mo�x{.�y�±�x«¤u�§p§��Nw$�x�.u�jÖ�x�y�±¯ÈÎ��xm � j.u�§re £ ��mo�$mo�$n�ikj��xmo�U�U�Bj[�$��m��x� ��µ>�/�Bn��xuW�xm�ikj�u�j.�
mpj.n�ikj.�xmo�x�U�Bj��³��mo�x�Ö�GÎ²v�u�n}´ � w}ik{.j.�.�Ne

, �x�.�X�xm � j.u�§��}m�ÂN�B�$uWwx�Xn�ikj��xmo�U�U�Bj[�³��m��x�À��µG�/�Bn��xuW�xm�ikj.�Nq � m�l��BjÀ�x�y�±´Gjyi@��j*v/�Bu�«Á��uWw}u�«1�N�U�Nw3�Ne
~½�³uWwx�Iwx�N¶Sj.moj � ik{.wE¶.�U�xmpj � ��wxi>n��B��{ywx��qY�Ui �>{.u�j[�xm�¨R�±n�i�wxwx�B§ouW�xm�ikj��Kv/�N�¾�6�N�Bj�¨Rwx�N�ª�SuWw}u�«1�N�U�Nw}�Nq�¨Ri�wc�x�y�
�S{ywx�/ik�U�|i�¨�«¤moj�mo«¤m�ÂBmoj � �x�y�fj[{�«Xv/�Nw$i�¨�¨Rwx�N�X¶��$��uWw}u�«1�N�U�Nw3�NqS�NlWu�§o{.uW�U�fmoj � w}{�j*vD�Bu�«å¹�{.n��x{�uW�xm�ikj.�Nq
u�j�� � �Bjy�Nw}u�§o§o��mo«¤�.wxihl��©�x�y� � i>i>�.j.�B�x� � i�¨ � ¶.�Ne©~ m��x�½�x�y�©��µGn��N�.�xmoikj�i�¨³�U�/�BnNmou�§cw}{.j��Nq\�x�y�¤v/iG�y�Öi�¨
uhlYu�mp§ouWv�§��±�.uW�xu©�x�yik{.§o�Év/�±«1i�wx�X�x�.u�jÀ�Bjyik{ � � ¨Pi�w$¶�w}�U�³��{yvS§omonNuW�xm�ikj�e
£ �y�³�U�/�BnNmou�§>w}{.j.�buWwx�I�/�Nwx¨Pi�w3«1�B�f�Ui|�.wxiG�.{.n��Iu�«¤i�wx�³n�ik«1��§��N�U�$«¤uW�Uw3m»µXi�¨D�U�B�U�x�Ne �G{.n3�1�U�/�BnNmou�§��U�B�x�x�
mpj.nN§o{.�y�|�.uW�xu¤�xuW´>moj � ��m��x�À�x�.�X�x�>{y�U�U�Nw}�$nN§�ik�x�B��q.�Ui�«¤�Bu��x{ywx�±�.mowx�Bn��x§��É�x�y�ftI�y�Nw}�Bjy´�ihl*v�u�n}´ � wxik{�j.�
mpjÖ�x�y�f���yi��Ui��x{.vD�f��moj��yih����r�yikjy�fikj:��i@lSe �BÔ q ÜWÓ�Ók� °xqKu�j��¿�UiÉ�xuW´��1wx�B�:�.uW�xuÉuW� Ü e � d(�Ná v/�Bu�«
�Bj.�Nw � ��e s|{y�©�Ui�ik{yw�w}{.j.j.mpj � moj�«1ik�x�x§��½��uWw}u��xmo�xmon¤«1iG�y�¤��mo�x��tIÍI�GÎ±qKu�§p§�wx�B�`�.uW�xu �6�Nwx�É�xuW´��Bj
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uW�1v/�Bu�«Ë�Bjy�Nw � � � e � d��Náfq�u�j.�Ýu�§o§6¯ÃÎÁ�.uW�xu:�6�Nwx�*�xuW´��Bj�uW� Ü e � d��Náfe � �xmpj � §��*�.uB�`i�¨ �>{.u�§om��a�
��uW�xu��xuW´Gmoj � q>�x�y�Nwx�N¨Ri�wx��qy�x�yik{�§o�¤u�§o§�i@�äv/i��x���x�y�(�U�/�Bn��Uw}u�§Sn�w}ik�x�In}�y�Bn}´�uW�6�x�y���}u�«1�'�Bj.�Nw � �©u�j.���x�y�
 � � � × °ªn�wxik�}�$n}�y�Bn}´À¨Pi�w��x�y�X�xu�«1�Xv�u�j.��e
� A � <[=Y<>CDM1��<>H�)`?NMh=YH � FRQbCE^\Ì6¯Ãj ÜWÓ�Ók� �x�y�(�/ik�x�xmov�mo§om��a��i�¨b�y�N�U�Bn��xmoj � tIg�uW�³��µymo�U�xmoj � u�nNn��B§��Nw}uW�Ui�w}�
�Iu��*�U�x{.�.mo�B��e®d�w}u��.{.uW�U�:�U�x{.�.�Bj��ÉÍ$e ~ mo�xj�m��N���U´Gm$�U�x{.��m��B���x�y�¿�6uhl�� � {.mo�y�:�Uw}u�j.�}«¤mo�x�xmoikjÝi�¨±�x�y�
t³Í6�GÎ�v/�Bu�«��Sm��/�Ij.�BuWw��x�y��tI·EÍ6Ää¯ Ð q��Ui��U�N�$m�¨D�¾�6i±�/ik�x�xmov�§��6��µ>�/�Nw}mo«¤�Bj��x���.�Nl>mo�x�B��v[��z¥e[g6mp§o§omoj � �
n�ik{�§o�¤v/�$�/�Nwx¨Ri�w}«1�B��e £ �y�B�x�'n�ikj.�xmp�U�U�B�¤i�¨\uX�xmo«1� � �U�N��uWw3uW�U�B��«1�Bu��}{ywx�B«1�Bj[� ¨Ri�wª�x�.�'g6�Bu�« Ð ik�}m��xm�ikj
z¿ikj.m��Ui�w3�ÖXtIgØwx�Bu�n3�y�B�¤�x�.�B« ik{y�¤i�¨��xmo«1�Ö��m��x�Ý�x�y�Àv/�Bu�«ÀqI�.{y�À�Ui��IuBl�� � {�mo�y�¿�.�B§ouB�S°xq³u�j.��u
¨Rwx���>{y�Bj.n��Öu�j�u�§��>�}mo�$i�¨ª�x�y�Bm�w(�xm � j.u�§ª]�Ui �.mo�U�Bj[�xu�j � §����x�y��¨Rwx���>{y�Bj.nNm��B��n�i�wxwx�B�x�Dikj��.moj � �Ui*�x�y�fv/�Bu�«
§o�Bj � �x�À¨Rwxik«Á�x�yik�U�Xi�¨bu¤j.i�w}«¤u�§�g Ð zËwx�B�U�/ikj.�x�W°xe
Ñ ih�6�Nl��NwBqym���uW�.�/�BuWw}�c�x�.uW� �x�y�$n�ik�y�Nwx�Bj[�6�GÎ�§pmo«¤m��cuW�.��§omo�B�E�Ui�t³g�u����ª�B§o§ q�u�j.���x�.uW���x�y�Nw}�N¨Pi�wx���x�y�Nwx�
mp��jyi©n3�.u�j.n��f�Ui©i�v��x�Nwxl���tIg®uW����µymo�U�xmoj � u�nNn��B§��Nw}uW�Ui�w}�Ne³¯Ã¨c�x�.mo���Ui���mon±mo���Ui©�.w}i � wx�B�x�NqS�ª����mo§o§��.uhl��
�Ui�n�ik«1��{y�U�ft³gä��wxi��/�Nw}§���e £ �.mo�I�'mo§o§Dv/�(�.ikjy�X�U�xuWwx�xmpj � moj*�x�y�±�U�Bn�ikj��Ö�.u�§�¨Ei�¨ ÜWÓ�Ó�� e
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	É��M@OP¡KOPM@OR<[?�H�CEJ��À<GFROP¡D<[=YH.�cFP<>?
¯ÈjÉ�x�y�|¶.w}�x�ª��uWw}�ªi�¨ ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ �x�y�(¶.w}�U�6v/�Bu�«¤�U�Uw}u���§o{.j � ��uW�/�Nw6�'mo§o§.v/�(��{yvS§omo�x�y�B�\qku�j.�É�x�y�±�U�G�U�U�B«Ø��mo§o§
i�v��xu�moj¿mo�x��¶�j�u�§Kn�ikjy¶ � {.w}uW�xm�ikj�]��m��x�ÖuÉn�ikj[�xmoj[{.ik{.�'§pm��[{�mo�Àj.m��Uwxi � �Bj��x{y����§��S°xe³¯Ãj¿�x�y���U�Bn�ikj.�¿��uWwx�
i�¨ ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ q � w}u��.{.uW�U�*�U�x{.�y�Bj[��Í�eK~ mo�xj.mo�N���U´Gm���mo§o§��x�x{.�y�¥tIÍ6�yÎ �.uW�xu¿��µG�U�Bj.�xm�l��B§���eÖ¯Ãj`�x�y���x�Bn�ikj.�
�SuWwx��i�¨ ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ q\u�jy�N� � w}u���{.uW�U�f�x�x{.�y�Bj[����mo§p§��U�xuWwx���Ui�nNu�§onN{.§puW�U���x�y��v�u�nx´ � wxik{.j��.��¨Ri�w��x�.��¯È·bt�¯Ãg
�.�N�U�Bn��Ui�wBe
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	É��M@OP¡KOPM@OR<[?�H�CEJ��À<GFROP¡D<[=YH.�cFP<>?
~ �.mo§o�ÉtIÍ6�yÎ �.uW�xu�n�ikj[�xmoj[{.�©�Ui�vD��u�j.u�§��>ÂN�B��qc�x�y�©¯È·bt�¯Ãg v�u�nx´ � wxik{.j.�`nNu�§onN{.§ouW�xmoikj.���}�yik{.§o�½v/�
¶Sj.mo�x�y�B�©v[��z¿uh� ÜWÓ�Ó�� eª¯Ãj*z�uB� ÜWÓ�Ó�� q��x�y�XtIg¦nNu�§onN{�§ouW�xm�ikj.�6¨Ri�w6�x�.�'¯È·bt¦��mo§p§.v/���x�xuWwx�U�B��e�g6�Bmoj � u
j.�N���.wxi��U�Bn��Nqk��m��x�1«©u�j���{.j.n��Nwx�xu�mpj��xm��B�Bq��ª��nNu�j¤ikj.§���u��}�xm � j1u �BÕ «1ikj[�x�.���'moj.�yi@���Ui|�x��mo�c�.wxi��U�Bn��Ne

Ê1QEJE^S<�M��hQE?NM@O��b��HyM@ORASC��|¯Ãj��U�xm��x{y�xm�ikj � e
¯Èj ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ q>�ª�³w}���[{y�B�x� �x{y�.�/i�wx�b¨Ri�w�ikjy� � w}u��.{�uW�U���U�x{.�y�Bj[�Nq�u�j.�©�Uik«1�³�Uw}uhl��B§�«1ikjy�N���Ui�t6i�w3jy�B§o§re £ �y�
�}{y�.�/i�wx�cmo�c¨Pi�w��x�.�$�U�x{.�y�Bj[�c�x�.uW��u�j.u�§��>ÂN�B���x�y�'tIÍI�GÎ��.uW�xuGe�z�uW�U�Nw}mou�§.u�j��1�x{y�.��§pm��B�\��µG�/�Bj.�U�B��n�ihl��Nw
¨Ri�w1n�ik�U�x��moj[l�ik§�l��B�Ýmoj¥«¤uW´Gmoj � �x�y�*§om��>{.mo��j.mo�Uwxi � �Bj`�}{y�.��§��:n�ikj[�xmoj[{.ik{.�Ne £ �.mo��moj�l�ik§ol��B��vS{.mo§o�.mpj �
�xik«1�©��mo��moj � ��mo�x��moj.�x{�§ouW�xm�ikj:¨Rwxik« �x�.�*tI·EÍ6ÄØ«¤u�mpj¥j.m��Uw}i � �Bj¥�x{y����§���e £ {.mo�xm�ikj�mo��§omo�U�U�B��{�j.�y�Nw1}Ä(�x�y�Nw 3Ge
¯Èj ÜWÓ�Ó�� q>�ª�³wx���>{y�B�U���}{y�.�/i�wx�b¨Pi�w��a�ªi � w}u��.{.uW�U�$�U�x{��y�Bj��Nq[u�j.�1�Uik«1�$�Uw3uBl��B§.«1ikj.�N���UiftIi�w}jy�B§o§re £ �y�
�}{y�.�/i�wx�(mo�|¨Ri�w|�x�y�¤�U�x{.�y�Bj[�|�x�.uW�Xu�j�u�§��[ÂN�B�±�x�y��tIÍ6�yÎ �.uW�xuGqEu�j��½¨Pi�w|�x�.�¤jy�N� �U�x{.�.�Bj��¤r�U�xuWw}�xmoj �
mpj ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ °1���yi��'mo§o§$�y�B§o���/�Nwx¨Pi�w3« �x�y�¿¯Ã·ctÁnNu�§onN{.§puW�xm�ikj.�Ne�Ä(j.�Ö{.j.�y�Nw � w}u��.{.uW�U�Ö�x�x{.�y�Bj[��mo��u�§o�Ui
w}���[{y�B�x�U�B�ä�UiÝ�y�B§��ä��m��x�ä�x�y�Ö��µG�/�Bn��U�B� �.m � ��l�ik§p{.«1��i�¨±nNu�§onN{.§ouW�xm�ikj��Ne £ {.m��xm�ikjämo�©§pmo�U�U�B�¦{�j.�y�Nw
1}Ä(�x�y�Nw 3Ge
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¯a�U�B« Ï Ò±ÜWÓ�ÓkÔ Ï Ò±ÜWÓ�Ó�� £ i��xu�§
Ä��x�y�Nw Ð wxi�¨P�B�}�xm�ikj.u�§o� Ó Ó Ó
d�w}u��.{�uW�U�f�>�x{.�y�Bj[�x� �h� ��Ô ���

��j.�y�Nw � w}u���{.uW�U���>�x{.�y�Bj[�x� Ó � �
£ i��xu�§c�Gu�§ouWw}m��B�³u�j��À~�u � �B� �h� �.� ��Õ

Ï�w}moj � �±g6�Bjy�N¶.�x� � �NÓ �B�
£ i��xu�§b�yu�§ouWw}m��B�NqG~�u � �B�(u�j.�*Ï.w3moj � �Xg6�Bjy�N¶.�x� Ü�Ü �G� �W�

Í �[{�m���«1�Bj[� Ó Ó Ó
£ w}uBl��B§ � � �NÓ

z�uW�U�Nw}mou�§o��u�j.�¿�G{y����§om��B� � Ó �
Ä��x�y�Nw��.mowx�Bn��$n�ik�U�x� �B� Ü�Ô ���
£ i��xu�§K�.m�w}�Bn��In�ik�x�x� ��� Õ�Ü �BÜk�
¯Èj.�.m�wx�Bn��³n�ik�U�x�h � ° �BÔ Ü�Õ ���

£ i��xu�§\�.m�wx�Bn��$u�j�� moj.�.mowx�Bn��³n�ik�U�x� ÔG� ���NÓ �h�>�

	 ���B� ��� ������,

Å � Ç d�e�g6ikj�lGmonNmoj.m q>s�eDt³moj.uWv.wxi1u�j.�ÀÍ�e�·K{�nx´>�6u�§o�\q Ð �[�>�Ne.Î��NlSeSÍ ��� + ����ÕY� q ������� e
Å Ü@Ç d�e�g6ikj�lGmonNmoj.m�u�j����.e.~½�B§on3��q���{.nN§rey¯Èj.�U�Ne.u�j.�ÖzÖ�N�x��e �.�BÕ q Ü�Ü�� q ������Õ e
Å �@Ç ��e.s(�N� � �Bj������	��
pqDtIgI� � ���@�aÜ�Ô e
Å �WÇ d�e�g6ikj�lGmonNmoj.m q.t³g6� � ��Õ@�}�BÜ e
Å �@Ç d�e�g6ikj�lGmonNmoj.m�u�j��À�Xe Ð i@�ª�B§o§ q.���[�>�xmpnN�3Þ Ók�WÓk�WÓk��� e
Å Ô@Ç �/e �Xe Ñ �Bm�¨R�N�x�Nq���e�z¿mpn}�.u�mo§pmon}�y�Bj.´�iyqS�G· ��t � � Ð��¾ÓkÕ�� qSs(�Bn �����WÓ e
Å �hÇf£ e � � ik��q�1e Ò i�´�ih�kuGq Ð �[�G�Ne Î$�NlDe � £ ��nNn��B§re g6�Bu�«¤� � + Ók�Y���kÓk� q ÜWÓ�ÓW�
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